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EMTEL - General preface  

 
The European Media Technology and Everyday Life Network (EMTEL) was funded by the 

European Commission (grant number HPRN ET 2000 00063) under the 5th Framework 

Programme.  It was constituted as a research and training network within the programme, 

Improving Knowledge Potential and oriented towards “creating a user friendly information 

society”.   

 

EMTEL conducted interdisciplinary social scientific research and training between 2000 

and 2003.  This report is one of 12 submitted to the EU in September 2003 as final 

deliverables for the project.  Copies are available on www.lse.ac.uk/collections/EMTEL and 

a full list of the publications can be found as an Appendix to this report. Contributing 

partners were as follows: 

 

•  ASCoR, The University of Amsterdam  

•  COMTEC, Dublin City University 

•  IPTS, Seville 

•  LENTIC, The University of Liège 

•  Media@lse, London School or Economics (co-ordinating centre) 

•  NTNU, University of Trondheim 

•  SMIT, Free University of Brussels 

•  TNO, Delft 

•  SINTEF, Trondheim. 
 

EMTEL sought to bring together young and experienced researchers in a shared project to 

investigate the so-called information society from the perspective of everyday life.  It 

undertook research under two broad headings: inclusion and exclusion, and living and 

working in the information society.  It then sought to integrate empirical work and 

developing theory in such a way as to engage constructively with on-going policy debates 

on the present and future of information and communication technologies in Europe. 

 

Roger Silverstone 

EMTEL Co-ordinator 
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IPTS Preface 
 

The Institute for Prospective Technological Studies (IPTS) is one of the seven Research 

Institutes of the European Commission (EC).  These Institutes together, make the EC 

Directorate General known as the Joint Research Centre (JRC), which is the corporate 

research laboratory of the European Union with sites in Ispra (Italy), Geel (Belgium), 

Karlsruhe (Germany), Petten (the Netherlands) and Seville (Spain).  The mission of IPTS is 

to provide techno-economic analyses in support of the European policy-making process.  

IPTS’ prime objectives are to monitor and analyse science and technology developments, 

their cross-sectoral impact, their inter-relationship with the socio-economic context and 

their implications for future policy development 

 

The ICT Unit of the IPTS carries out prospective analyses in selected and highly focused 

ICT areas in an attempt to explore the limits and opportunities of technological advances in 

these vast and rapidly developing fields.  The mission of the Unit is to support the 

Commission services and Community institutions in the process of policy formulation by 

interpreting and alerting its clients on the socio-economic implications of emerging 

Information and Communications Technologies.  Therefore, the ICT Unit developed the 

FISTE ‘Foresight on IST in Europe’ framework.  The FISTE framework provides a 

consistent methodology for foresight analysis.  It seeks to balance the identification of 

supply-side IST trends with demand-side impact analyses, and in so doing, to detect 

potential bottleneck areas for innovation and further research in the European Research 

Area. 

 

Therefore, new technological developments like Ambient Intelligence are at the core of the 

Fiste workplan.  An overview of what has been done in this field can be found at 

http://fiste.jrc.es.  

 

Jean-Claude Burgelman 
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Executive Summary 
 

Ubiquitous Computing (Ubicomp) and/or Ambient Intelligence (AmI) refer to a vision of 

the Information Society where humans will be surrounded by intelligent interfaces 

supported by computing and networking technology that is everywhere, embedded in 

everyday objects such as furniture, clothes, vehicles, roads and smart materials.  It is a 

vision where computing capabilities are connected everywhere and always on, enabling 

people and devices to interact with each other and with the environment.  It is envisaged 

that Ambient Intelligence will be aware of the specific characteristics of human presence 

and personality, and will be capable of meeting needs and responding intelligently to 

spoken or gestured wishes.  It could even engage in intelligent dialogue.  

 

This vision of Ambient Intelligence is far-reaching and all encompassing. It assumes a 

paradigmatic shift – not only in computing but also in society – towards what is described 

as “human centred computing” where the emphasis is on user-friendliness, efficient and 

distributed service support, user-empowerment, and support for human interactions.  Today, 

most of the technologies needed for the realisation of this vision are next-generation 

technologies not currently on the market.  They are, however, being researched by many 

research institutes and company laboratories throughout the world in order to develop the 

building blocks for AmI.  In Europe, the IST Advisory Group (ISTAG) is a strong promoter 

of the AmI vision.  This and its underpinning technologies are also omnipresent in the IST 

programme of the EU Framework Programme 6 for Research and Technological 

Development (2002-2006). 

 

The objective of this study is to identify and document major challenges and bottlenecks for 

Ambient Intelligence in everyday life and to raise relevant social and Science and 

Technology (S&T) policy questions that should be taken into account in order to bend the 

trend towards Ambient Intelligence.  Therefore, AmI is discussed in terms of visions, 

technologies, applications and social challenges, with a particular focus on everyday life 

and from an everyday life perspective.  

 

The AmI vision has been made possible by progress in the development of key enabling 

technology fields, that is, microelectronics (for example, miniaturisation, processing 

power), communication and networking technologies (for example, broadband and wireless 

networks) and intelligent agents/user interfaces (for example, speech recognition).  Progress 

in the social acceptance of past and current ICTs has also furthered the AmI idea.  It will be 
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argued that the vision of AmI is embedded in the existing technological, social and 

economic context but that there is a need for research to make this context more explicit.  

 

The vision makes huge claims for the degree to which AmI is people-oriented. However, 

claims are typical for vision building (for example, the earlier Information Society vision of 

smart homes, and even the early 20th century mechanisation of the household). They all 

promise to transform for the better the way we live, work, relax and enjoy ourselves. The 

AmI vision, however, specifically aims to avoid technological determinism It recognises the 

need for AmI to be driven by human rather than technological concerns.  It proposes 

human-centred design and development guidelines together with other social concerns to 

advance this process.  However, it remains to be seen if and how this manifesto will 

influence further research, development and design of AmI applications in order for the 

vision go beyond similar claims made in the past. 

 

This report identifies and highlights some of the major socio-economic and policy-related 

issues to do with AmI in everyday life.  It discusses whether the digital divide that exists 

today will continue with AmI.  It also looks at privacy, security and surveillance issues, 

which present a crucial dilemma for the acceptance of AmI.  This is part of a larger concern 

about control over an environment that is highly dependent on technology.  The literature 

on AmI mentioned in this report also raises the importance of business models, standards 

and the potential economic implications of AmI.   

 

A more radical, sociological everyday life approach (that is, the “domestication 

perspective”) is taken when raising other social dimensions of AmI.  Domestication, one of 

the cross-cutting themes in many of the EMTEL 2 studies, shows that the process by which 

new technologies are accepted into everyday life is far more complicated than is usually 

portrayed.  It makes a case for also looking at power relations in everyday life. This 

approach allows a number of crucial ideas about everyday life in AmI to be raised, in some 

cases for the first time (for example, housework).  In other cases, where the concepts had 

already been considered, such as the notion of the home as a sanctuary, it allows significant 

advance.  The domestication perspective on AmI also enabled to highlight a difference 

between the physical and mental disappearance of computing and to discuss the implication 

of this for the possible acceptance of AmI.  A domestication perspective also raises other 

issues when looking at Ambient Intelligence, for instance, the need to find a design balance 

between technologies that leave room for user experimentation and that provide rigidity for 

guiding users through their uncertain and innovative potential.   
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There are also many technological challenges (for example, energy, power, context 

awareness, and natural interfaces) within the key enabling technology fields to be addressed 

before the so-called Ambient Intelligence Space can be realised.  ISTAG has proposed 

Ambient Intelligence Space as a layer connecting different AmI environments (for example, 

home, car, public spaces) in a seamless and unobtrusive way. Obviously interoperability 

and standards are crucial in this respect.  Context awareness is another issue that needs to be 

looked into more closely, especially when trying to integrate forms of context that are more 

sophisticated and user-oriented than current definitions of context.  

 

The development of smart homes is also facing major challenges.  This concept has been 

around for more than a decade with relatively little consumer interest but now new drivers 

of change based on the idea of “sharing” might push development further. However, mobile 

communications are, in contrast, one of the biggest success stories of the 1990s ICT 

consumer market.  In the future, a mobile world is envisaged where nomadic users can have 

access to information, communication and knowledge, independent of the location of the 

user, of the data and applications, and of the access methods used.  This poses not only 

technological challenges but also challenges our current notions of time and space and of 

private and public spaces.  

 

The paper concludes with raising technological, social and science and technology (S&T) 

policy questions that should be taken into account in order to bend the trend towards AmI.  

It argues for research and RTD policy approaches that connect technological and social 

research on Ambient Intelligence.
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Introduction 
 

Ubiquitous Computing versus Ambient Intelligence?   
Ubiquitous Computing (Ubicomp) and/or Ambient Intelligence (AmI) refer to a vision of 

the future information society where humans will be surrounded by intelligent interfaces 

supported by computing and networking technology that is everywhere, embedded in 

everyday objects such as furniture, clothes, vehicles, roads and smart materials.  It is a 

vision where computing capabilities are connected, everywhere, always on, enabling people 

and devices to interact with each other and with the environment.  Computer devices are 

becoming increasingly small and cheap, interconnected and easy to use in order for them to 

find application in all aspects of our everyday lives.  Computing capabilities will therefore 

not only be available in computing devices but also in everyday objects.  These devices will 

be able to sense, think and communicate (ISTAG 2001).  

 

This vision is reflected in a variety of terms that have emerged in recent years: ubiquitous 

computing, pervasive computing, disappearing computing, pro-active computing, sentient 

computing, affective computing, wearable computing and ambient intelligence.  Marc 

Weiser, a computer scientist at the Palo Alto Research Center (Xerox Parc) coined the term 

ubiquitous computing as early as 1988: 
“Since we started this work at PARC in 1988 a few places have begun work on this 

possible next-generation computing environment in which each person is 

continually interacting with hundreds of nearby wirelessly interconnected 

computers.  The goal is to achieve the most effective kind of technology, that 

which is essentially invisible to the user.  To bring computers to this point while 

retaining their power will require radically new kinds of computers of all sizes and 

shapes to be available to each person.  I call this future world ‘Ubiquitous 

Computing’” (Weiser 1993 p. 75). 

 

The different terms used can imply a slightly different focus.  “Sentient computing”, for 

instance, looks primarily at using the environment as the interface or it can entail a 

geographical preference.  “AmI” is more prevalent in Europe and “ubiquitous computing” 

the term more commonly used in the US.  But in general, it should be noted that the vision 

is not only about computing that is ubiquitous.  These massively distributed computing 

devices need to be able to communicate with each other and with their users in an 

unobtrusive, easy way.  
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Therefore, one could argue for the preference of the term Ambient Intelligence (AmI) 

because it stems from the convergence of three key technologies: Ubiquitous Computing, 

Ubiquitous Communication, and Intelligent User Friendly Interfaces.  This is reflected in 

the ISTAG1 vision statement on AmI.  It implies a seamless environment of computing, 

advanced networking technology and specific interfaces.  This intelligent environment is 

aware of the specific characteristics of human presence and personalities, takes care of 

needs and is capable of responding intelligently to spoken or gestured indications of desire, 

and even can engage in intelligent dialogue (ISTAG 2001, p.11). 

 

In the remainder of this report, the term Ambient Intelligence will be used to encompass the 

convergence of ubiquitous computing, communication and interfaces, similar to what Marc 

Weiser had in mind for ubicomp:  
“The technology required for ubiquitous computing comes in three parts: cheap, 

low-power computers that include equally convenient displays, a network that ties 

them all together, and software systems implementing ubiquitous applications” 

(Weiser, 1991).  

 

About this study 

Work Package 2 of the EMTEL Research and Training Network focuses on the increasingly 

prevailing ubiquity of information and communication technologies: miniaturisation, 

portability, wearability and the transparency of communication protocols, for the quality of 

everyday life.  This is pursued through an investigation of Ambient Intelligence in 

Everyday Life that encompasses a future vision of smart homes and living.  Research is 

centred on the monitoring and analysis of the social and technological developments that 

are at the centre of Ambient Intelligence.    

 

The central research questions touch upon the relationship, if any, between AmI and quality 

of life issues:  

• How can the potential of these developments be mobilised effectively to enhance the 

quality of life of the European citizen and consumer? 

• What are the social consequences of this ubiquity?  

• What will bend the trend towards AmI in everyday life? 

 

The objective of this study is to identify and detail major challenges and bottlenecks for 

ambient intelligence in everyday life and to raise relevant social and ethical questions to be 

taken into account for bending the trend towards AmI.  Therefore, in the paper, AmI is 
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discussed in terms of visions, technologies, applications and social challenges, with a 

particular focus on smart homes and living, and mobile communications.  

 

In part 2, the AmI vision is described and analysed.  The vision is quite far-reaching and 

encompassing.  It assumes a paradigmatic shift, not only in computing but also in society.  

This is described in section 2.1.  The following section (2.2) gives insights into the context 

and the origins of the vision: Where did it come from and who promotes it?  Section 2.3 

argues that the drivers for the AmI vision are not only technological ones, as is usually 

assumed, but also social and economical ones.  Section 2.4 takes this point one step further 

and discusses the tendency of technology vision building to be technology deterministic and 

to make ideological claims.  If this is also the case for AmI, is discussed in the next section 

on AmI scenarios and human-centred design (2.5).  

 

Part 3 continues with identifying and highlighting some of the major socio-economic and 

policy-related issues to be raised in relation to AmI.  Therefore, it discusses if the digital 

divide of today risks to be continued with AmI or not (3.1).  It also looks into privacy, 

security and surveillance as a crucial dilemma for the acceptance of AmI in everyday life 

(3.2).  This is part of a larger concern about control over an environment that is highly 

dependent on technology (3.3).  The literature on AmI also identifies the importance of 

business models, standards and the potential economic implications of AmI (3.4).  

 

Part 3 pursues the social dimensions of AmI further on the basis of questions and issues that 

can be raised from a more radical, sociological everyday life approach, that is, the 

domestication perspective (3.5).  This is one of the crosscutting themes in many of the 

EMTEL2 studies (see www.emtel2.org).  Domestication is briefly introduced (3.5.1).  It 

argues that power relations in everyday life need to be taken into account.  Section 3.5.2 

raises different themes that can be discussed from this point of view.  Other issues when 

looking at Ambient Intelligence from a domestication perspective are identified in the 

remaining two sections.  These include the difference between the physical and mental 

disappearance of computing (3.5.3) and the future challenge of finding a balance between 

adaptability and rigidity of AmI systems and services.  

 

Part 4 proceeds with a brief overview of the technological dimension of AmI. The focus is 

on ubiquitous computing (4.1), ubiquitous communication (4.2) and on user interfaces (4.3) 

as the key enabling technologies for AmI.  The notion of Ambient Intelligence Space (4.4) 

is also raised as a major challenge for AmI.  Another central notion that is identified and 

discussed at the application level is context awareness (4.5).  
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Part 5 looks at two specific AmI environments, that is, smart homes and mobile living.  

Smart or intelligent homes have been around for many years but some believe that now the 

time has come to really push the idea forward (5.1).  This is partly due to the identification 

of new drivers for the smart home (5.2).  Mobile communications on the other hand have hit 

a huge market in Europe and elsewhere (5.3).  It is believed that changes towards a mobile 

Europe and a mosaic society will push mobile communications further into personal 

communication networks (5.4).  

 

Part 6 summarises the main findings of the report and offers more food for thought on 

'bending the trend' towards Ambient Intelligence in everyday life.  Part 7 lists the references 

used.  The Appendix includes extracts from technology roadmaps on smart homes and on 

mobile personal communications are provided.  

 

Methodology 

Since AmI refers to a vision of the future information society rather than being a current or 

past reality, it needs to be situated early in the study of the ICT innovation process, in 

particular at the levels of: 

• Technology vision building and technology foresight  

• Science & Technology (S&T) Policy 

• Research & Technology Development (RTD) and design of new technologies. 

 

The entry point for the study was therefore the monitoring and analysis of the supply side of 

new technologies but it should be noted that it also raises reflections – inspired amongst 

others by the various EMTEL studies and network debates – on the potential social and user 

implications of AmI.  The study tries to link insights from social and user studies of new 

technologies to the research and development of new technologies.  It therefore attempts to 

encompass both technology trends and social/user trends and argues for studying new 

technologies in their social and economical context. 

 

The study is thus inspired by the theoretical approach of the social studies of technologies 

(for example, Pinch & Bijker 1987; Schwartz Cowan 1985) while its methodological 

approach is descriptive and analytical.  

 

The difficulty is that, since we are dealing with a possible future of ICTs in society, the 

social and user trends are reflections and educated guesses rather than being observed 

qualitative or quantitative current-day trends.  The specific methodological focus of the 
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study consisted therefore of a critical engagement with the discourses and claims that are 

made in the AmI vision building process and in AmI RTD projects and policies.  The 

discourses, scenarios and AmI roadmapping activities provided the “texts” to be read and 

analysed.  These “thick descriptions” constituted the main empirical material for the report.  

 

The method used (data processing) was a kind of discourse analysis in order to deduce how 

meaning is constructed in these documents about the kind of society that is envisaged with 

Ambient Intelligence and on the pre-configuration of users in Ambient Intelligence.  The 

origin and context of the reference documents for the AmI vision as such was also situated 

in order to engage critically with it. 

 

Data was gathered, therefore, primarily via desk research.  The main data sources used were 

S&T policy & RTD documents and scientific reports and publications (prospective 

research, technology roadmaps, social studies of new technologies, policy-related socio-

economic impacts studies of new technologies).  The research also used online media 

coverage of technology trends and specialised online technology watch websites were 

consulted to inform our analysis. 

 

Moreover, primary data input to enhance the interpretative analysis of the report came from 

another IPTS/ESTO2 project on the Science & Technology Roadmapping (S&TRM) of 

Ambient Intelligence in Everyday Life (AmI@Life).  S&TRM is a method used in 

prospective studies.  It consists of the mapping, in a graphical way, current and future 

technological developments.  It is used for displaying and synthesizing networks of past, 

present and future stages of S&T developments3.  This project adapted the methodology of 

technology roadmapping to R&D policy intelligence by implementing a “function-oriented” 

approach as an intermediate between technology-push and user-pull approached.  It looks at 

identifying the key functions where AmI might make a difference, based on current-day 

everyday life practices and then looks at identifying and mapping the technologies needed 

to realise these functions.  The main method used for the project, apart from analysing 

secondary studies4, consisted of interactive workshops where experts discuss the issues, 

functions, technologies and roadmaps for AmI@Life55. 

 

 

1.  The Ambient Intelligence Vision 
1.1. A paradigmatic shift in computing and society 
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Ambient Intelligence promises to transform the role of Information and Communication 

Technologies (ICT) in society and ultimately, to transform the way we live, work, relax and 

enjoy ourselves.  It goes beyond the embedded computing capabilities that have already 

slipped into everyday appliances such as televisions, washing machines, microwaves, etc.  

It also goes further than the current use of mobile communications.  It is a vision in which 

ICT, its applications and uses are both widened and deepened.  “It is probably one occasion 

where the overused phrase 'paradigm change' is appropriate”, because it implies a radical 

shift in such dimensions as the users of the technology, its incorporation into different 

spheres of living and working, the skills required, the applications and content provided, the 

scale and nature of the markets and the players involved (Miles et al. 2002, pp.4-9).  

 

It remains to be seen if these changes will be realised but at the level of the vision of 

Ambient Intelligence, many different shifts are indeed assumed:  

• A shift in computing systems from mainframe computing (1960-1980) over personal 

computing (1980-1990) and multiple computing devices per person (PC, phone, PDA, 

etc.)  (2000 onwards) to invisible computing (2010 onwards)6. 

• A shift in communication processes from people talking to people over people 

interacting with machines to machines/devices/software agents talking to each other and 

interacting with people.  

• A shift in using computers as a tool to computers performing tasks without human 

intervention. 

• A decoupling of technological artefact and its functionality/use to multi-purpose 

devices/services.  

• A shift in accessibility and networking from on/off over may access points to always on, 

anywhere, anytime.  

 

In short, AmI implies a shift towards “human centred computing” (for example, Aarts, 

Harwig & Schuurmans 2001, p.241).  Ambient Intelligence as developed in the ISTAG 

report provides a vision of the Information Society where the emphasis is on user-

friendliness, efficient and distributed services support, user-empowerment, and support for 

human interactions.  It claims to place the user at the centre of future development.  It 

provides guiding principles for how technologies “should” be developed, thereby implying 

that in current-day technology development, this is not the case: 
“Technologies should be designed for people rather than making people adapt to 

technologies.  AmI should also be unobtrusive, often invisible: everywhere and yet 

in our consciousness nowhere unless we need it.  Interaction should be relaxing 
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and enjoyable for the citizen, and not involve a steep learning curve” (ISTAG 

2001, p.11). 

 

The vision of “invisible” computing, of computers moving easily from the periphery of our 

attention to the centre and back, is closely related to “the future world”, as seen by Weiser 

in his seminal article in the Scientific American in 1991:  
“The most profound technologies are those that disappear.  They weave themselves 

into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it…  This is 

not just a "user interface" problem … Such machines cannot truly make computing 

an integral, invisible part of the way people live their lives.  Therefore, we are 

trying to conceive a new way of thinking about computers in the world, one that 

takes into account the natural human environment and allows the computers 

themselves to vanish into the background.  Such a disappearance is a fundamental 

consequence not of technology, but of human psychology….  Only when things 

disappear are we freed to use them without thinking and so to focus beyond them 

on new goals” (Weiser 1991). 

 

More recently the assumed paradigmatic shift in computing and society is also reflected in 

the European Community Framework Programme 6 for Research and Technological 

Development, in particular in the overall vision of the Information Society Technologies 

program for 2003-2006:  

 

Figure 1: Information Society Technologies 

IISSTT  ttooddaayy                                                 TThhee    IISSTT  iinn  FFPP66  vviissiioonn
PC based ………………………………. “Our surrounding” is the interface
“Writing and reading”…………….…. …Use all senses, intuitive
“Word” based information search……….Context-based knowledge handling
Low bandwidth, separate networks…. ….Infinite bandwidth, convergence, ..
Mobile telephony (voice)………….. ……Mobile/Wireless full multimedia
Micro scale………………………………Nano-scale
Silicon based……………………………..+ new materials
e-Services just emerging……………….. Wide adoption (eHealth, Learning,..)
< 10% of world population on-line….. …World-wide adoption

 
Source: EC 2002, p. 6. 

 

It is clear that the AmI vision is compelling, far-reaching and ambitious.  Some even argue 

that it is not just a new killer application but a “killer existence”, implying that it will 

fundamentally alter our perception of the world, our place in the world and our sense of 

self:  
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“Whether we wear computers on our body, or have them embedded in our 

environment, the ability of computers to alter our perception of the physical world, 

to support constant connectivity to distant people and places, to provide 

information at our fingertips, and to continuously partner with us in our thoughts 

and actions offers much more than a new “killer app”.  It offers the possibility of a 

killer existence” (Abowd & Mynatt 2000, pp. 31-32). 

 

Whether the latter is realistic or desirable will be discussed later, but it clearly indicates that 

AmI - or in the case of the quote, ubiquitous computing - offers an encompassing vision on 

the future of computing in society and on society in general.  To better understand the 

vision, the context needs to be situated.  

 

1.2. Context of the AmI vision 
Since AmI is more a vision of the future than a reality, it is per definition normative, 

implying a certain (desired) view on the world.  It is vision promoted by certain people, 

companies and institutions.  There is nothing wrong with that but in order to understand the 

vision, its context should be acknowledged.  

 

A major step in developing the vision of Ambient Intelligence in Europe undoubtedly came 

from the above-mentioned Information Society Technologies (IST) Advisory Group.  

ISTAG has made consistent efforts for Information and Communication Technologies to 

get a higher level of focus and a higher pace of development in Europe.  In 1999, it 

published a vision statement for the European Community Framework Programme 5 for 

Research and Technological Development (FP 5) that laid down a challenge to: 
“Start creating an ambient intelligence landscape (for seamless delivery of services 

and applications) in Europe relying also upon test-beds and open source software, 

develop user-friendliness, and develop and converge the networking infrastructure 

in Europe to world-class.”7  

 

Following this vision statement, AmI became broadly embedded in one of the funding 

instruments of the European Commission, that is, the IST work programme for 2000 and 

2001.  To help further develop a better understanding of the implications of an Ambient 

Intelligence landscape, a scenario exercise was launched as a joint exercise between DG 

Information Society and the Joint Research Centre’s Institute for Prospective Technological 

Studies in Seville.  It reported to an ISTAG working group chaired by Dr Martin 

Schuurmans (CEO of Philips Industrial Research).  The scenarios were developed and 

tested in two interactive workshops with over 35 experts.  This report (ISTAG 2001) has in 

the meantime become a reference document in the field because it not only developed 
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scenarios on AmI but also identified major key technologies, socio-political issues and an 

S&T research agenda8.  

 

The IST Advisory Group continued to develop the vision of AmI in preparation of the next 

RTD Framework Programme (FP6).  The report was published at a time when confidence in 

the ICT sector had been shaken, by the burst of the dot-com bubble, by the September 11 

events and by a more general slow-down of the economy.  Therefore ISTAG argued for an 

urgent need of targeted and far-sighted investments in ICTs and for FP6 to be a-cyclical: 

“Those who will come out strongly during the next ‘upturn’ will be those who have 

maintained their investment in innovation during the present phase of the cycle” (ISTAG 

2002, pp. 3-4).  

 

ISTAG anticipates that during the next ten years a new infrastructure paradigm will emerge: 

the “Ambient Intelligence Space”.  This is the collection of infrastructures technologies, 

applications and services that will enable the seamless interoperation of AmI applications 

and services.  ISTAG (2002, p. 3) sees a real opportunity for Europe to establish a strong 

position in this new paradigm.  In the report it makes ten recommendations to make this 

possible, ranging from mechanisms and methodologies to identify IST priorities over 

supporting activities for the realisation of AmI to targeted FP 6 efforts on the AmI Space.  

 

Following the work of ISTAG and of other consultative procedures organised by the 

European Commission, AmI became the key concept in the FP6 IST program for the period 

2002-2006.  The overall vision is that the IST thematic priority will contribute directly to 

realising European policies for the knowledge society as agreed at the Lisbon Council of 

2000, the Stockholm Council of 2001, the Seville Council of 2002, and as reflected in the e-

Europe Action Plan9.  The strategic goal for Europe in the next decade is “to become the 

most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world capable of 

sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion”.  This 

requires wider adoption, broader availability and an extension of IST applications and 

services in all economic and public sectors and in the society as a whole (EC 2002, pp. 4-6):  
“The objectives of IST in FP6 are therefore to ensure European leadership in the 

generic and applied technologies at the heart of the knowledge economy.  It aims to 

increase innovation and competitiveness in European businesses and industry and 

to contribute to greater benefits for all European citizens.” 

 

To make this possible, AmI is seen as a key concept.  Realising the vision requires, 

according to the IST program (EC 2002, p. 5), a massive and integrated research effort that 
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addresses major societal and economic challenges and that ensures the co-evolution of 

technologies and their applications.  

 

With ISTAG and the EU IST RTD funding program, considerable efforts are thus made in 

the EU to mobilise research and companies towards realising the building blocks for an 

AmI landscape.  The budget of the IST FP 6 program for instance amounts to €3.6 billion 

over four years (against €16 billion for FP6 as a whole)10. This is considerable, but to put it 

into perspective, it may be noted that Microsoft on its own spends a similar amount on 

R&D each year11.  

 

The ITEA consortium (Information Technology for European Advancement) offers another 

pan-European funding program.  This Eureka12 project focuses on stimulating and 

supporting the development of software technology competencies to enhance to 

competitiveness of the European industry.  ITEA brings together industries from (once) 

very different applications in the same technological area.  Its Technology Roadmap for 

Software Intensive Systems also makes reference to AmI “where the environment becomes 

the interface”.  Building a common vision of future developments and needs is seen as an 

essential part in developing the roadmap and in supporting the competitiveness (ITEA 2001, 

pp. 16-18, 64-65).  

 

At national level, there is for instance the UK EQUATOR Interdisciplinary Research 

Collaboration (2000-2006) supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences 

Research Council (EPSRC) focusing on the integration of physical and digital interaction, 

on addressing the technical, social and design issues in the development of new 

technologies (http://www.equator.ac.uk). 

 

Consequently, RTD investments in both academia and industry13 are being made and many 

experiments, prototypes and field tests are emerging in all parts of the world.  There is a 

wide range and high intensity of activity going on in almost all the major research 

laboratories and universities in Europe and world-wide, as observed by Miles et al. (2002, 

p.5) in a preliminary mapping activity.  And with the start of FP6 in Europe, this is likely to 

increase.  

 

Ambient intelligence thus offers a vision of a next wave in computing and networking with 

far-reaching societal implications that is promoted by industry, government S&T agencies, 

technical research laboratories and universities.  It is a vision that mobilises professionals, 

companies and (technical) R&D resources.  The goals are to support and stimulate 
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innovation and the S&T knowledge base for growth, competitiveness and well being in the 

future information society.  

 

1.3. The AmI vision driven by social and technological factors  
With the advantage of preliminary hindsight, the idea of AmI can be traced back to 

technological progress, to the increased diffusion and acceptance of ICTs and to societal 

trends.  Although less recognised in the literature, it is exactly the specific constellation of 

social - defined in its broadest sense - and technological factors that have enabled AmI to 

become a true vision of the future rather than being pure science fiction.  It is argued that 

future research should make the socio-technological context of the Ambient Intelligence 

vision more explicit.  

 

At the level of technologies, progress in the fields of microelectronics, of communication 

and networking technologies and of intelligent agents/user interfaces has made the 

conception of AmI possible.   

 

Microelectronics has been driven during the last decades by Moores' law indicating the 

increasing capacity of computing power and storage at fixed costs.  It has made computing 

capabilities (for example, tiny, cheap processors with integrated sensors) becoming cheaper, 

smaller (miniaturisation) and faster in order for them to be embedded in potentially every 

object or device (Mattern, 2003).  There is already today a considerable amount of 

(invisible) computing available in non-Personal Computer products such as cars, household 

appliances, entertainment equipment, mobile phones and many others.  With AmI, this 

would increase exponentially and especially also currently visible computing would move 

to the background. 

 

During the last two decades, progress in communication and networking technologies has 

enabled the idea of these massively distributed embedded computing devices to become 

networked or connected.  Breakthroughs in mobile, wireless and fixed (broadband) 

communication networks have increased the capacity (bandwidth), speed and availability of 

communication networks.  

 

Also computing devices have become user-friendlier with the introduction of the Graphical 

User Interface (GUI) addressing the blank screen problem that confronted early computer 

users.  The computer gave the user no (visual) indication what the user was to do next.  A 

GUI consists of common characteristic such as windows, icons (for example, trash can), 
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menus, and push buttons.  It changes the look and feel of a computer (the interface between 

the human and the computer) and allows the user to concentrate on the task (Jansen, 1998).  

 

First generation intelligent agents, that is, personal software assistants with a certain degree 

of autonomy, have been developed as well.  There are many different approaches to agents 

(for example, push versus pull agents) but commonly they execute tasks on their own 

authority, albeit initially defined by users or defined by adaptation and self-learning.  

Examples of existing agents are (personalised) e-mail alert agents informing the user about 

news, offers, events or changes (for example, My Yahoo!)  14.  

 

Technological progress in all these fields has contributed to the shaping of the AmI vision, 

but at the same time, progress in the diffusion and acceptance of past and current ICTs was 

mutually important.  In 10 years time, GSM will have grown in Europe to more than 300 

million subscribers.  In many European countries, penetration rates of mobile phones are 

above 70% of households.  And SMS has given a considerably boost to the mobile services 

market during the last years.  Internet access from home has increased in the EU15 to 40% 

in June 2002 (against 28% in October 2000) (Eurobarometer, 2002).  If the increased 

diffusion and usage of computer, Internet, mobile phone and PDA had not happened, 

technological progress in these fields would have slowed.  

 

Furthermore, acceptance of these technologies is enabled by demographic and social trends 

such as the emergence of individualism, diversity, mobility, and choice of personal life 

styles, affecting the structure of groups and community and the ways we live and work.  

Mobile phones for instance are enablers of lifestyles that are increasingly individual and 

mobile.  Also, household structures (family size and composition) are changing, with a 

decline of traditional nuclear families and an increase of dual income households and single 

parent/single person households.  This causes a lot of everyday pressures, for example on 

time budgets (Ducatel et al. 2000, Gavigan et al. 1999).  

 

The point is that although technological progress has made the idea of AmI possible, it 

would probably not have existed if many of the existing ICTs had not been taken up by the 

consumer market, the latter being driven by demographic and social trends.  

 

Moreover, many of the so-called technological advances are only made possible by the 

specific socio-economic context in which they are developed.  Take the example of Moores' 

law.  It is typically seen as a technological law, that is, a doubling of the performance of 

electronic components every 18-24 months at fixed price.  But as Tuomi (2002) argues, this 
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prophecy could only hold because of the unique economic and social conditions under 

which the semiconductor industry operated during the last decades.  Moores' law alone was 

not responsible for that.  Tuomi thereby criticises the technological and economic 

deterministic way in which the law has been used.  Another example is the European 

success of GSM.  Technological progress has enabled this but the European efforts to agree 

on a common standard, the Global System for Mobile communications, undoubtedly have 

contributed to its success.  

 

To sum up, then, it seems that the vision of Ambient Intelligence is based on technological 

progress in the fields of microelectronics, communication networks and interfaces, but it is 

also driven by socio-economic factors that go beyond the technologies alone.  The problem 

might be that these are less visible and therefore less acknowledged.  A challenge for future 

research is to make the socio-technological context of the Ambient Intelligence vision more 

explicit.  This would also help to highlight its societal dimensions, as is elaborated in the 

next section.   

 

1.4. Vision building and ideological claims 
Clearly today, AmI is more a vision of the future than a reality.  As we know from 

preceding visions and from forecasting studies, the future reality will most likely be very 

different from the way it is predicted today.  The question therefore, seems to be less 

relevant if the vision will be completely realised as proposed.  It is relatively easy to 

challenge any vision on the basis of its (un-)realism.  Visions seem to face a paradox: the 

more innovative and futuristic they become, the less they will be grounded on realistic 

assumptions.  The more they are based on the latter, the more difficult it becomes to be 

really compelling and provocative.  Good vision building needs to face a balance between 

both.  

 

The objective of vision building is to provoke discussion, to depict possible futures and 

crucially, to mobilise resources into the same direction.  Especially the latter is regarded a 

crucial function of technology roadmapping for instance (See for an overview on 

roadmapping: Da Costa et al. 2003). 

 

But this should not imply that it is not needed to critically engage with the underlying 

assumptions of visions.  In the above mentioned table on the shifts in computing and society 

from the EC FP6 IST program for 2003-2006, it is mentioned for instance that world-wide 

adoption of Internet by 2006 is envisaged.  This is rather optimistic, to say the least, and 

although it is part of the vision-building process, such claims are not realistic.   
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It should also be noted that technological vision building is not new and that it typically 

promises a better world.  Looking back to the time when “old technologies were new” 

(Marvin, 1988) can be useful for putting the rhetoric about the home of the future in 

perspective.  A century ago “the electrification of private life” and the “mechanisation of 

the household” were important issues (Flichy 1995).  Forty (1986, p. 183) describes how 

electricity was represented as the “fuel of the future”, as a liberating technology promising a 

clear, clean, healthy and efficient way of life.  This discourse served the purposes of an 

industry looking for ways of using the electricity network outside working hours, that is, in 

the home environment.  It took place at the end of the 19th century in a period where public 

and private life became increasingly separated as distinct and gendered spheres for 

production (work, public activities) and reproduction (leisure, family life, personal identity, 

care).  The home was ideologically and symbolically represented as a “haven in a heartless 

world”.  

 

Similarly, discourses surrounding the introduction of the telegraph, telephone, radio, TV 

and Videotext consisted of promising a better, faster and happier world.  Every time a new 

technology pops up, revolutionary social changes are promised on the basis of 

breakthroughs in technologies.  The problem with these visions is that they are 

technological deterministic.  They only look at what is technologically feasible and, by 

ignoring the social and user dynamics involved in the innovation process, they adopt a 

simplistic account of how social change occurs (Burgelman, 2001, pp. 215-216).  

 

In order for Ambient Intelligence to go behind the recurring one-sided claim of consumer 

technology throughout the twentieth century that it will simplify our lives, save time, and 

liberate us from toil (Langdon Winner, quoted by Bohn et al. 2003), its societal and user 

implications should be made more explicit.  This would enable crucial questions to be 

answered such as: 

• What kind of society is envisaged with Ambient Intelligence? 

• How are the users configured in Ambient Intelligence? 

 

In the Ambient Intelligence scenarios for 2010 developed by ISTAG, a first attempt has 

been made to deal with these questions.  

 

1.5.  ISTAG Ambient Intelligence Scenarios and human-centred design 
The central feature of the ISTAG AmI scenarios, as argued in the ISTAG report, is that 

people (not just “users”, “consumers” or “employees”) are at the forefront of the 
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Information Society.  This vision of people benefiting from services and applications whilst 

supported by new technologies in the background and of people interacting via intelligent 

user interfaces was essential to the ISTAG notion of Ambient Intelligence (ISTAG 2001, 

p.3).  

 

The four scenarios that are developed in the report underscore this view.  They are based on 

the following structuring differentials: 

• Economic and personal efficiency versus sociability/humanistic drivers (goals) 

• Communal versus individual as the user orientation driver (actors). 

 

They contrast applications that serve to optimise efficiency (whether in business or in 

society) against those that emphasise human relationships, sociability or just having “fun”.  

They also underline the place of Ambient Intelligence in serving society and the community 

as well as individuals.  The scenarios are not “orthogonal” in the sense of giving clearly 

distinct alternative trajectories.  Rather they are complementary and sketch out different 

design emphases and pathways towards Ambient Intelligence (ISTAG 2001, pp.16-17). 

 

Maria is the business executive scenario where all communications and actions (private and 

public) necessary on a business trip are being taken care of and handled by a P-com 

(personalised ambient communicator) she wears on her wrist.  The emphasis is on 

individual efficiency.  No major changes in user behaviour are assumed.  

Dimitrios wears a digital-me (D-me) that knows perfectly well his social and personal data 

and communication preferences and handles accordingly.  The emphasis is on play and 

social interaction rather than “efficiency”.  The changes in behaviour relate mainly to the 

willingness to reveal (or disguise) personality on-line.  Price could be a barrier to a break 

through to a mass market. 

Carmen is the scenario where AmI is used to optimise traffic and goods delivery by creating 

smart traffic and smart delivery in order to minimise ecological impact and maximise urban 

efficiency.  Carmen is further out on the time horizon because it implies major 

infrastructure developments.  It also makes significant assumptions about changes in public 

behaviour such as accepting ride shares and traffic management systems. 

Annette and Solomon use AmI to enhance the learning experience on a spontaneous basis 

and to establish a “collective learning memory”.  This scenario is probably the furthest out 

in terms of time because it implies significant technical developments such as high 

“emotional bandwidth” for shared presence and visualisation technologies, or 

breakthroughs in computer supported pedagogic techniques.  In addition, the scenario 
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presents a challenging social vision of AmI in the service of fostering community life 

through shared interests (ISTAG 2001, pp. 13-14). 

 

 

 

Figure 2: AmI scenario scheme 
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According to ISTAG (2001, pp. 11-12), the social and political aspects of AmI will be very 

important for its development.  A series of necessary characteristics that will permit the 

eventual societal acceptance of AmI were identified.  They are proposed as possible RTD 

design guidelines:  

•  AmI should facilitate human contact 

•  AmI should be orientated towards community and cultural enhancement 

•  AmI should help to build knowledge and skills for work, better quality of work, 

citizenship and consumer choice 

•  AmI should inspire trust and confidence 

•  AmI should be consistent with long term sustainability – personal, societal and 

environmental - and with life-long learning.  In essence, the challenge is to create an 

AmI landscape made up of “convivial technologies” that is easy to live with 

•  AmI should be controllable by ordinary people – that is, the “off-switch” should be 

within reach: these technologies could very easily acquire an aspect of “them 

controlling us”.   
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The experts involved in constructing the scenarios therefore underlined the essential need 

that people are given the lead in the way that systems, services and interfaces are 

implemented. 

 

The scenarios are all situated at the human interface.  This emphasises a key feature of AmI, 

which is that the technologies should be fully adapted to human needs and cognition.  AmI 

represents a step beyond the current concept of a “User Friendly Information Society”.  

There is a risk, in the scenario of Maria, of the technology driving a high-pressure lifestyle.  

But the Dimitrios scenario indicates AmI could also act as a facilitator of “human 

interaction” especially with friends, family and colleagues.  It will be important that AmI 

builds on its “community” enhancing potential though offering opportunities for interest 

groups to develop their own applications (Annette and Solomon) (ISTAG 2001, pp.16-19).  

 

In short, the ISTAG AmI scenarios recognise the need for AmI to be driven by humanistic 

concerns, not technologically determined ones.  This position goes against the tendency of 

mainstream vision building and technology foresight to be technology deterministic.  It 

remains to be seen however if and how this manifesto will further influence research, 

development and design of AmI applications.  If the human-centred design and 

development guidelines remain at the level of discourse, and therefore, if they are not 

translated into real-world actions, then the Ambient Intelligence vision may not be very 

different from earlier technological visions.  It would then only typically promise a better 

world without taking into account our everyday lives in the real world. 

 

The difficulty with human-centred design of AmI is however that is far from clear how this 

can be realised.  Most of the current day system and application design is technology 

driven.  The reason is, according to Riva et al. (2003), that little knowledge and tools are 

available to incorporate user behaviour as a parameter in system design and product 

development.  A strong effort must be made in the direction of user modeling to achieve in 

user understanding the same level of confidence that exists in modeling technology. 

 

It should be noted though that some activities geared towards user-centred design have are 

already been developed, such as the ISO 13407 "Human-centred design for interactive 

systems" (Cf. infra).  Likewise, the "Design for all" standards for accessibility of 

information technology products promoted by the European Commission, the issue of user 

evaluation in ambient displays (for example, Mankoff et al., 2003) and user-oriented 

definitions of context-awareness (Dey, 2001).  
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Most of these activities are probably mainly based on functional descriptions of how to 

involve users in the design process.  This constitutes a first logical step, but the real 

challenge may lie in involving users in a sociological sense, that is, by taking into account 

the micro-context of their everyday lives.  This would go in favour of more ethnographic 

(for example, Crabtree, 2002; Dewsbury et al. 2001), in-depth studies of users, in for 

instance, real life settings or so-called living labs.  Technology designers seem to believe 

however that these techniques are too costly and too time consuming to take them on board 

(for example, Mankoff et al. 2003).  Ethnographic and/or qualitative user studies indeed 

require considerable investments – more in time than in money however – but rather the 

question should be if the results it would justify the efforts or not.  In section 3.5, a 

reflection is made on how the Ambient Intelligence vision and scenarios could benefit from 

a more radical everyday life perspective.  But first, in the next section, an overview is given 

of other socio-economic and policy-related issues that are raised in relation to AmI.   

 

2. Socio-economic and policy-related issues 
 

In this section, a selective overview is provided of the social, societal, economic and policy-

related issues that are raised in the literature on Ambient Intelligence/ubiquitous computing. 

 

2.1. From a digital divide to an Ambient Intelligence divide? 
According to the Lisbon European Council of 2000 and the e-Europe 2005 Action Plan, the 

European Union is committed to developing, amongst others, “an information society for 

all” and to enable all European citizens to benefit from the knowledge society15.  The 

Lisbon process clearly stated that the European knowledge based society should also be a 

socially inclusive one.  This places notions of the digital divide on the policy agenda.  It is 

of concern to policy makers that (new) technologies should not become a (new) source of 

exclusion in society.  

 

The term “digital divide” is used and defined in many different ways.  It can be observed 

between regions (for example, North and South), nations, companies, households and 

individuals (within nations and across nations; with or without disabilities).  Research16 also 

suggests that the digital divide is not just a question of access to telecommunications and 

ICTs services (for example, Internet) but also of skills, competences, appropriate content, 

access to the necessary resources (for example, time and money) and different ways in 

using ICTs.  Voluntary exclusion is also to be taken into account.  
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Although the diffusion and penetration of ICTs in Europe, especially of Internet and mobile 

phones have increased substantially during the last years, recent empirical data confirm the 

persistence of digital divides at different levels (for example, Corrocher, 2002; 

Eurobarometer, 2002; de Haan et al. 2002).  At the individual and household level, 

differences in ownership and usage of ICTs still seem to exist, for instance, between the 

younger and the older, and between the higher educated financially well off families and the 

lower educated, poorer families.  Socio-economic criteria (age, sex, education, income, 

family composition) do influence not only user acceptance but also users’ attitudes towards 

and knowledge of new technologies and their availability of resources (time and money) as 

well (for example, Punie, 2003, Frissen & Punie 2001).  And although women are catching 

up, gender difference persist in ICT usage, both in terms of quantity (for example, time 

spent on the Internet) and in terms of quality (for example, the way ICTs are used). 

 

The question is, if and how digital divides will be translated into Ambient Intelligence 

divides once AmI becomes gradually and partially implemented.  It is of course difficult to 

anticipate or predict the possible acceptance of AmI, but it can be argued, on the basis of 

current and past research, that people do not accept everything that is technologically made 

possible and supplied.  

 

A consideration of the introduction of past ICT innovations indicates that many unexpected 

failures and surprising successes occurred.  In fact, may of the past forecasts on the success 

of new media proved to be completely wrong (Burgelman, 2001, p. 216-218).  In the mid-

1980s for example, Videotext was predicted to become the new mass medium in Europe.  

All European countries invested heavily in it, but apart from the Minitel in France, it never 

took off (See for an overview on Videotext: Bouwman & Christofferson, 1992).  Another 

example is the CD-I, promoted by Philips in the late 1980s as the new multimedia 

revolution in the home but abandoned after years of fierce marketing.  On the other hand, 

the recent success of text messaging in Europe surprised most experts and analysts, and 

mobile phones surpassed initial expectations.  Of course many different factors (for 

example, price, content, added value for users, standards) have contributed to both these 

failures and successes but amongst them are the input and role from the public.   

 

Ambient Intelligence promises to remove some of the barriers for the acceptance of new 

technologies and thus challenges current thinking on use and acceptance of ICTs.  AmI 

exactly addresses certain issues that are at the core of the digital divide debate, that is, user-

friendliness, relevant (context-aware) services and natural interfaces.  The latter, for 

instance, envisage human-machine interactions to become more like the way humans 
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interact with each other in the real world (via speech, gesture, touch, senses).  It is thought 

that this evolution away from desktop graphical interfaces (Cf. Section 2.1 on paradigmatic 

shifts) would make it easier and faster for everyone to learn to use ambient devices and 

services (for example, ISTAG 2002, p. 29).  Therefore, they would attract also the non-

users who today lack the skills and competences to use ICTs.  Marc Weiser (1991) went 

even further in its belief that Ubiquitous Computing would penetrate all groups in society 

and thus be accessible and usable for every citizen, company and country in the world. 

 

Even if AmI is adapted to people and even if interaction were to be relaxing and enjoyable 

for the citizen, and would not involve a steep learning curve (ISTAG 2001, p.11), it is 

difficult to believe that AmI will be able to appeal to all groups of society, certainly not in a 

similar way and at the same time.  Given the above-mentioned socio-economic differences 

and given peoples individual preferences, there will probably always be “early adopters” 

and “late adopters”17, and even people who will resist to AmI.  Although AmI puts huge 

emphasis on its user orientation and although the above mentioned human-centred design 

and development guidelines might constitute a step forward18, there are no guarantees that 

users will indeed embrace AmI in the way it is proposed or developed today. 

 

Moreover, new and other concerns possibly affecting universal access to and use of AmI 

services and devices are likely to emerge.  New skills, competences and types of literacy 

could emerge.  They could include content selection, content interpretation and creative and 

innovative thinking (Bogdanowicz & Leyten 2001, pp. 274-275).  ISTAG (2001, p.17) sees 

new skills arising in relation to social know-how and information manipulation.  As AmI 

will increase the means of personal expression and interaction, people will need to learn 

how to deal with their digital identities and intelligent agents.  This also raises concerns 

over the protection of privacy as will be touched upon in the next section on privacy and 

security.  The privacy invasive potential of AmI might indeed be one the barriers in the 

social acceptance of AmI.  As experts from Philips argue, the question is “whether people 

will be able to adapt to the feeling that their environments are monitoring their every move, 

waiting for the right moment to take care of them” (Aarts et. al. 2002, p. 249).  

 

2.2. Privacy, security and surveillance 
As our lives, homes, cars, neighborhoods, cities and other environments become 

increasingly digitized and connected, more and more personal information will be digitally 

gathered, stored and possible disclosed to other sources, services, institutions and/or 

persons.  This concerns not only basic personal identification data such as age, sex and 

location but also information and communication content such as events information (past, 
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current and future), working documents, family albums (pictures, video, chat) and other 

medical and financial records (Beslay & Punie, 2002).  

 

With Ambient Intelligence, the monitoring and surveillance capabilities of new 

technologies can be massively extended beyond the current credit-card and shopping 

records (for example, consumer loyalty cards), Internet logs (for example, e-mail, news 

postings, discussion forums) and detailed phone invoices19.  This is possible not only 

because this intelligent environment is able to detect and monitor constantly what people 

are doing in their everyday lives, both offline and online, but also because of the possibility 

to connect and search isolated databases containing personal information.  Some argue it 

might even mean the end of privacy (Garfinckel, 2001) since it will be very difficult for 

people to find a place where they can hide themselves, where they will have “the right to be 

left alone”.  The latter being one of the first (liberal) definitions of privacy developed by 

Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis (1890).  

 

Monitoring and surveillance techniques create new opportunities for so-called “border 

crossings” between what is public and private.  Gary Marx (2001) identified four borders 

and argues that the crossing of these usually implies that people feel their privacy is 

invaded.  These are natural borders (for example, walls, doors, clothing, telephone calls, 

facial expressions); social borders (for example, social norms and rules indicating 

expectations about confidentiality and privacy); spatial and/or temporal borders (for 

example, conveying only different parts of our identity to different people); and ephemeral 

or transitory borders (for example, things or information that go lost or are forgotten).    

 

The problem is not only that the borders between both are fluid, relative, multi-dimensional 

and depended on context, situation, culture and personal preferences (Marx 2001) and 

therefore difficult to generalise, but also that with new AmI technologies, the crossing of 

these borders becomes easier and possibly more likely.  In the name of personal, private or 

public/national safety and security, monitoring and surveillance could be done by 

individuals (for example, spying on your neighbours20 or on other people21), companies (for 

example, tracking products22 and making consumer profiles) and nation states.  

 

The privacy dilemma is that AmI “needs” to contain historical and current data about 

individuals’ preferences and activities (user profiles) in order to deliver context-dependent, 

value added, pro-active services.  A crucial but inevitable trade-off between having privacy 

of certain personal information and receiving convenient, efficient services will have to be 

made (for example, SRI: 2003).  
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In traditional societies, access to personal and/or sensitive information was mainly restricted 

by physical barriers of proximity (for example, a closed door).  Even today, physical space 

provides observable signs for entering public or private spaces and their perceived levels of 

privacy.  In cyberspace, this is not the case.  There are no visual cues to indicate differences 

between online private and public spaces.  Few social and legal indicators are available for 

Internet users to judge where private digital territories start or end, nor are there social 

norms – except for the netiquette – to discourage people from entering private online spaces 

(without authorization).  Already today, ICTs enable the blurring of the physical boundaries 

between public and private spaces and with cyberspace becoming more and more important 

in our everyday lives, it can be assumed that this process will be intensified.  This lack of 

indicators does not only imply technological challenges but also urges for clarifications of 

the social and legal framework of AmI (Beslay & Punie 2002). 

 

Privacy concerns are not only related to accessing private only spaces without clear 

indicators or prior knowledge of doing so, but also to the digital footprints Internet users 

leave behind when being online.  Newcomers on the Internet typically assume that their 

activities in cyberspace are private since no one in physical space is observing them as they 

use their computers.  Unless they have been explicitly made aware of the fact that “click 

stream data” or “mouse droppings” leave “electronic footprints” that become a detailed 

digital record, they would not realize this was occurring.  The automatic capturing of 

personal information via IP numbers or cookies for instance is not clearly signaled, nor are 

users noticed about it23.  People may also be unaware that personal information about them 

is available via search engines.  Standard Internet search facilities can today already be used 

to gather information about where people live and work and what their interests are (Regan 

2002, pp.383-388).  

 

There are possibilities for individuals to control or restrict the flow of personal information 

but the market in personal information tends to place the burden and cost of this with the 

citizen.  Since information about people is a resource for organizations, they will collect as 

much as they can unless internal or external costs become too high.  Organizations are 

unlikely to act unilaterally to make their practices less privacy invasive.  According to 

Regan (2002, pp. 397-400), unless choices are easy, obvious and low cost, people will go 

with the default and the default in cyberspace is privacy invasive.  As a result, the privacy 

level available online is less than what the norms of society and the stated preferences of 

people require. 
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Without effective privacy protection measures, this brave new world of smart environments 

and interconnected objects could become an Orwellian nightmare (Mattern, 2003; Bohn et 

al. 2003; ISTAG, 2001).  Addressing the balance between privacy and security will be a 

core challenge for the future of Ambient Intelligence.  For people to feel at home within 

AmI, it needs to be able to represent their multiple identities, respect their privacy and 

establish an acceptable level of security (Beslay & Punie, 2002).  

 

Technology can do a lot to protect privacy, but in reality, “it can only safeguard privacy.  

Figuring out what the safeguards ought to be, and where our zone of privacy actually lies, is 

a matter of policy, law, and ultimately, social norms”.  Legal and social questions have to 

be dealt with in relation to being able to have a say in what information is collected about 

you and how that information is going to be used.  This concern about privacy is part of a 

larger concern about control, about people having control over their own lives (Waldrop, 

2003).  

 

This is related to fostering trust and confidence among users, the latter being regarded by 

the IST program (EC 2002, p. 5) as one of the major societal and economic challenges to be 

addressed for the realisation of AmI.  Therefore also, AmI should be under control, reliable 

and dependable, as raised in the next section. 

 

2.3. Control, reliability and dependability 
AmI assumes everyday live to be very dependent on its technological surrounding so 

logically, there is a fear for the loss of control. As noted by ISTAG (2001, p.19) AmI should 

be controllable by ordinary people, that is, the ‘off-switch’ should be within reach.  These 

technologies could very easily acquire an aspect of ‘them controlling us’. Therefore it is 

underlined that people are given the lead in the ways that systems, services and interfaces 

are implemented. AmI should be controllable by ordinary people (ISTAG 2001, p. 19).  

Users should know what is happening behind their backs and should be able to control this 

(Abowd & Mynatt, 2000, p. 51-52).  

 

Otherwise, as raised by R. Lucky (1999) in an IEEE Spectrum column, people could feel to 

be surrounded by enemies or traitors:  
“My car reports to the local gas station in the evening when it is low on gas, so that 

it can be filled at night and ready for me in the morning. I like this service, but my 

car is no longer the friend I once knew. If I exceed the speed limit, it reports me, 

and if I try to park illegally, it refuses to turn off or to let me open the door. With 

integrated GPS, it continually reports my position. I want to disengage these 
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features, but the car comes with a shrink-wrap agreement whose legalese implies 

that the purchaser has only licensed its capabilities without any true ownership. 

The car now owes its primary allegiance to the new mega-company, Motorsoft. I 

study the car in the quiet darkness of the garage, trying fruitlessly to discern its 

vulnerabilities. I feel surrounded by enemies and traitors.”  

 

Issues of control are especially relevant in relation to intelligent agent technologies 

executing tasks on their own authority and autonomy.  Although under human supervision 

(for example, users’ consent for an action), users will have to delegate some control and 

decision power to these software agents in order to benefit from their services (for example, 

reducing information and/or communication overload) (Rieder, 2003).  Any kind of agent-

based negotiations or collaborations can only succeed if there is trust and confidence, for 

instance, that the agents will represent the user at least as effective as the user would do in 

similar circumstances (Luck et al. 2003, p.51-53).   

 

Another aspect of control is that AmI needs to be dependent, reliable and predictable.  If 

technologies do not deliver what they promise; if they do not react in ways they are 

supposed to react; and do not function when they are needed, then, it will be very difficult 

for them to be accepted by the public (Beslay & Punie 2002, p. 21).  With an exponential 

increase in networked devices and appliances, the probability of failure for any single 

device increases proportionally, so it is highly desirable to achieve a high degree of 

robustness and fault tolerance.  Moreover, accountability is an issue, that is, if the system 

makes an error, who is going to be responsible (Bohn et al., 2003)?   

 

The difficulty with intelligent agents is that they are almost per definition less predictable 

than current-day computers.  A traditional computer command always triggers the same 

action(s), regardless of time or situation.  But agent software has the ability to learn, to 

adapt its configuration and even its program structure.  Therefore, an agent may react 

differently on the same command at different points in time.  In facts, as agents learn, their 

behaviour becomes less predictable (Rieder, 2003).  Otherwise, they would not be regarded 

as intelligent or smart.  People will have to learn to deal with these issues, raising again new 

skills and competences needed with AmI (Cf. infra AmI divide) and highlighting the 

importance of trust and confidence. 

 

2.4. Business models, open source and standards 
Given the rich diversity of technologies featured in the AmI landscape and the broad variety 

of potential applications, it is believed that the economic prospects for AmI are legitimizing 
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current and future investments.  But there are many questions about how to build upon 

existing and emergent socio-economic demands and how to make money out of AmI, 

especially after the negative experiences of the dotcom bubble.  ISTAG 2001 experts 

recognized that the business-case for AmI is not self-evident, but identified five main 

drivers of demand for AmI:  

• Improvements in the quality of life (including satisfying intangible needs such as better 

community life and health as well as rising material demands) 

• Enhancements in the productivity and the quality of products and services, and 

applications in process innovations 

• New and emerging AmI firms will themselves be a key source of demand for AmI 

because of secondary demands for new products and services  

• Applications of AmI in industrial innovation and new products (for example, household 

and office equipment, clothes, furniture) 

• Applications in public services, for example, in hospitals, schools, police or the 

military.  (ISTAG 2001, p. 16) 

 

The question is how these drivers will be translated into real applications but envisioning 

and realising concrete, attractive applications in ways that are affordable for businesses is 

not easy.  The potential seems to be very high, if objects can co-operate with each other, can 

access any information stored in databases or on the Internet and can use any suitable 

Internet-based service available.  For instance, an automatic lawn sprinkler will profit not 

only from being networked with humidity sensors in the ground, but also from obtaining the 

current weather forecast from the Internet.  Another example is pens that digitise everything 

they write, and communicate this to an appropriate location.  Many more applications are 

imaginable.  The limits are less of a technological nature than of an economical one 

(Mattern, 2003). 

 

But the idea of finding and betting on the right “killer application” may not the best way 

forward.  Given the flexibility and adaptability AmI promises, its goal would be to provide 

many single-activity interactions that together promote a unified and continuous experience 

between humans and computational services.  The objective is not a single interface or 

single application to accomplish all tasks, according to Abowd & Mynatt (2000, p. 53-54) 

but a general-purpose utility (and challenge) of combining ubiquitous interaction with 

computational resources.  Probably an amalgam of minor improvements in everyday 

activities and compelling applications will drive the move towards AmI rather than 

assuming the one and only killer application will do the trick.  
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AmI could contribute to changes in the economy, in the way business is done.  Since it 

enables, through RFIDs for instance, to obtain extensive real-time information on the 

location and delivery of products, services and people, the just-in-time trend could be 

extended towards “now economies”24 whereby extensive stocks are reduced and thus costs 

are saved.  For consumers, this could generalize the “pay-per-use” model that already today 

is explored in relation to digital rights management.  Downloaded music that for small 

amounts of digitally exchanged money can be listened to only ten times after which it 

would become inaccessible.  It would mean that the traditional ownership model disappears 

in favor of non-stop paying for usage (or a combination of both models).  Almost any object 

equipped with sensors and communications capabilities is suitable for pay-per-use leasing 

rather than outright purchase.  People will be able to shop on the move, on the streets, in 

buses for any product they come across (for example, cloths that other people wear).  Smart 

objects can also do purchases on their own (for example, photocopier ordering paper) (Bohn 

et al., 2003)  

 

The economy as a whole could also benefit from AmI.  Through its access and usage of 

real-time information, it can contribute to a more sustainable economy via optimization of 

the use of resources (for example, energy, water), via monitoring and prevention of 

pollution and via reducing risks to safety (for example, food) and health.  It could favor 

environment-friendly consumption via dynamic taxing schemes (for example, lower taxes 

on biological food and lower prices for products close to date of validity).  A smart 

refrigerator could, for example, recommend healthy eating tips (Bohn et al., 2003).  

 

But despite a whole range of economic advantages, there are many dangers and risks 

associated with the use of AmI in the economy.  An automated economy with little human 

intervention faces the risk of collapsing when software malfunctions appear.  Reliability and 

dependability will be crucial (Bohn et al., 2003).  Also, as products become smarter, 

companies might use these possibilities to the extreme in trying to influence and manipulate 

consumers (for example, via interactive, personalized marketing).  If automatic purchases 

are made, companies will try and use powerful software to make sure that their products are 

on top of the list.  How transparent will this system be?  

 

In addition to possible drivers and business models (for example, stand-alone products and 

service models), ISTAG identified the development of common platforms and standards as 

one of the key requirements for AmI since it is based on seamless interoperation of many 

different devices on many different networks.  This could be achieved through a deliberate 

effort to develop open platforms or could arise from proprietary pacts between industrial 
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suppliers.  The adoption of a common standard for mobile communications (GSM) in 

Europe has contributed significantly to its success.  

 

2.5. Questions and issues from a domestication perspective 
2.5.1. Introducing the domestication perspective 

Domestication is an approach for studying the information society from the users’ point of 

view by focusing on the acceptance of, or resistance to ICTs within the context of everyday 

life.  It is inspired by social-constructivist approaches to science and technology, by 

audience and user research in media studies and by the sociology and anthropology of 

everyday life.  Domestication (Merete & Sørensen, 1996; Silverstone, 1994) refers to the 

capacity of individuals, families, households and other institutions to bring new 

technologies and services into their own culture, to make them their own.  Domestication 

conceives the ICT innovation process as an interactive process between social and 

technological change whereby users and non-users play a crucial role – as well as other 

social actors such as producers and designers – in the construction of meanings to 

technologies and in accepting, modifying and/or rejecting them25.  

 

Domestication as a qualitative approach can be seen in contrast to more quantitative 

approaches to studying the user side of technological innovations.  Until the mid-eighties of 

the past century, the “diffusionist” approach was one of the major research strands in this 

field.  “Diffusion” refers to the macro-process by which innovations become accepted in a 

specific social system, while “adoption” refers to the individual process of acceptance on a 

micro-level.  Most prominent for this perspective is E.M. Rogers with “the diffusion of 

innovations”, now in its fourth revised edition (Rogers, 1995; first publication in 1962).  By 

looking at the diffusion of innovations through time, differences among users in their 

adoption of innovations resulted in the well-known distinction between innovators, early 

adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards.  On a macro level this temporal model 

enabled Rogers (1995, pp. 257-258) to describe the diffusion process in terms of another 

well-known feature, that is, the S-curve for diffusion26. 

 

Various constructivist approaches (for example, Bijker, Hughes & Pinch 1987; MacKenzie 

& Wajcman, 1985) to the study of science and technology have criticised this understanding 

for, among other things, its deterministic, behaviourist, linear and overtly rationalistic 

conceptions of the process of innovation.  Constructivist approaches have rejected the 

technological determinism that lies at the heart of such theories, where technology is 

perceived to develop independently of society, having a subsequent impact on societal 

change.  On the contrary, technologies are seen as social constructions whereby “seamless 
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webs” of technical, social, economic and political actors and factors shape the development 

of technologies.  Initially these approaches focused on the development and design of 

technologies but did not pay enough attention to the use of the technologies.  As Akrich 

argued, they stopped “à la porte de l’usager” (Akrich, 1990, p.84).  However during the 

1990s this gradually changed and the “domestication approach” was a vital contributor to 

this change.  Within constructivist theories, technological development is regarded as a 

process, a mutual shaping process where technology and society are shaped at the same 

time. 

 

Domestication, with its focus on cultural integration processes in everyday life, has among 

other things provided a fruitful analytical approach to the study of how these processes take 

place (Berg, 1996).  It highlights that the process by which new technologies are accepted 

into everyday life is far more complicated than usually is portrayed.  That is because 

acceptance of ICTs is not only shaped by their technological possibilities or by their 

functionality, but also by the micro-social context of the household or of other social 

settings.  This means that ICTs are negotiated within household and/or everyday life 

structures and patterns that are entrenched by power relations.  An everyday life perspective 

exactly implies that the power relations of class, gender, age, ethnicity and others are taken 

into account.  

 

Domestication is thus not necessarily harmonious, linear or complete.  It is presented as a 

struggle between the user and technology, where the user aims to tame, gain control, shape 

or ascribe meaning to the technological artifact.  

“By domestication I mean something quite akin to the domestication of the wild animal…a 

process of taming or bringing under control.  Technologies, television and television 

programmes must be domesticated if they are to find a space or place for themselves in the 

home” (Silverstone, 1994, p. 83).  

 

Domestication also means there is a difference between ownership, usage and integration of 

ICT's in everyday life.  Technologies can be owned and not used but they can also be used 

without being domesticated.  The latter indicates a state of mind whereby ICT's are not 

merely perceived as technologies, as machines, but rather as “natural” or taken for granted.  

From this point of view, it is noticeable that relatively few ICT's are really domesticated.  In 

fact, only television, radio and telephone (including mobile) have acquired that status, in 

contrast with computers, the Internet and the VCR.  These are still regarded as 

technological artefacts (Punie, 2003).   
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Characteristic of this approach is also that technological objects, such as ICTs, are not only 

seen as material objects.  Their meanings are both functional (for example, giving them a 

physical place in the home) and symbolical (for example, the meanings of ICT's within 

household relationships).  An innovation is not only materially produced but is also 

“loaded” with all kinds of symbolic meanings by producers, designers, marketers etc., and 

users have to interact with these meanings when considering to buy ICTs or when using 

ICTs in their everyday life (Frissen & Punie, 2001 p. 25-26). 

 

 

2.5.2. Power relations and everyday life at home 

Domestication studies, by taking an everyday life perspective on acceptance and use of 

ICTs in the micro-social context of the household or of other social settings (for example, 

school, work), not only look at the technologies but also, crucially, at how the technologies 

are negotiated within household and/or everyday life structures and patterns.  Such a 

perspective implies that the enactment of structural power relations of class, gender, age, 

ethnicity and others are taken into account based on sociological theories of social 

stratification.  Domestication would argue that people’s activities are not completely 

determined by these power relations (structural determination), nor that they are completely 

absent (individual freedom) but rather that these power relations are negotiated within the 

regularities and irregularities of everyday life (Punie, 2003).  

 

Gender and feminist studies for instance, illustrate how socially and culturally prescribed 

roles of masculinity and femininity shape differences in attitudes, acceptance and use of 

ICTs.  The typical example in the 1990s was the remote control (TV, VCR) that is handled 

– in many households – primarily and sometimes exclusively by men (the father or the son).  

It was seen as a visible symbol of ICT related masculine power in the household where the 

men determine and/or decide over possible family viewer conflicts (for example, Lull, 

1988).  

 

Gray (1992) provides another example of gendered ICT practices on differences in ICT 

competences.  Her observation is that women use very sophisticated pieces of domestic 

technology, that is, the so-called white goods (for example, microwave, washing machine) 

but they feel alienated from operating electronic brown goods (for example, VCR, hi-fi).  In 

some cases however, it is the result of a strategic choice not to be able to use ICTs, labeled 

by Gray “calculated ignorance” in the case of the VCR.  Woman know that if they can 

operate these devices, that it would become their job to do so above all the other household 

work that has to be done.  
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These examples now appear outdated – not only in relation to the technologies but also in 

relation to changes in household composition (for example, dual income households) and 

accordingly in social structures (for example, emancipation supported by woman also being 

a “breadwinner”) – but they do indicate that use and acceptance of ICTs are negotiated 

within power relations of the household, be it gender, age, class, ethnicity and combinations 

of these.  

 

It can be argued that with future Ambient Intelligence systems and services in everyday life, 

these structural relations will persist, although most likely in different forms and formats.  

The point is that in the literature and in the visions on AmI and ubiquitous computing, little 

or no considerations of power relations in the home are made.  Future studies and visions 

would benefit by taking power and everyday life structures and patterns more explicitly into 

account.  This would ground them in sociological notions of everyday life.  It would also 

contribute to a further development of the following issues: 

 

 

Home as a sanctuary 

The idea of home as a sanctuary is raised by ISTAG (2002, p.25-26), which views it as a 

possible relaxing and harmonious environment where people can rest, relaxes and escapes 

from an over-intrusive AmI environment.  Although the symbolic meaning of home as a 

private space that is legally and socially protected can not be underestimated, the notion of 

home as a sanctuary hides the tensions, struggles and inequalities that occur in the lives of 

most families, especially in relation to gender.  In many households, home for woman is not 

just a place to relax and to have leisure, but also a site of housework. 

 

But home could indeed become a place where one can say no to AmI that is supposed to be 

everywhere and anytime.  The notion of ubiquity assumes total openness of consumers to 

the infinite multiplication of devices and services in all facets of their everyday life.  But 

observable behaviours show people’s “technological fatigue” and possible saturation points, 

both at quantitative level (for example, hours of use) as qualitative (for example, 

pervasiveness of ICTs in all activities).  Beyond simple saturation, such ubiquity challenges 

various facets of people’s private and public life.  The claim for a “switch-off button” rather 

than “always-on” technologies is probably a growing one. 
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Everyday computing and housework? 

The noticed shift in the AmI vision towards “human centred computing” with an emphasis 

on user-friendliness and user support for human interactions claims to place the user at the 

centre of future development.  Other researchers also have argued that the whole purpose of 

application-centred ubicomp research is to understand how everyday tasks can be better 

supported and enhanced by the introduction of ubiquitous technologies.  For Abowd & 

Mynatt (2000, pp.30-31), this is one of the major challenges for ubicomp research in the 

new millennium.  They call it “everyday computing”, that is, wanting to support the 

informal and unstructured activities typical of much of our everyday lives.  These activities 

are continuous in time, a constant ebb and flow of action that has no clear starting or ending 

point.  Familiar examples are orchestrating tasks, communicating with family and friends, 

and managing information.  Designing for everyday computing requires addressing these 

features of informal, daily activities.  

 

A particular type of everyday activities in the home however, that is, housework, is 

considered rarely in claims about human centred and/or everyday computing.  This may be 

surprising since housework (for example, cleaning, washing, ironing) is still one of the most 

repetitive and time-consuming tasks to be executed in the home.  There are exceptions, such 

as an “intelligent vacuum cleaner”27 that is already for sale on the market and scenarios 

describing an intelligent washing machine communicating with the intelligent clothes it is 

washing, and of course, shopping practices.  However, in general, housework seems to be 

relatively absent in vision and projects about the future of computing.  

 

Feminist research on smart homes in Norway in the beginning the 1990s observed a similar 

trend.  Developers and designers of smart homes ignored housework and overlooked 

woman as a potential target consumer group.  Berg (1996, pp. 87-89) argued this illustrates 

the gendered nature of the technological innovation process.  Technology is traditionally a 

masculine domain and the smart house that results from that is a masculine concept.  This 

may perhaps clarify the above mentioned observation on Ambient Intelligence and the 

absence of housework, although the situation might have become less straightforward 

compared to almost ten years ago.  On the other hand, home automation and the 

mechanisation of the household has been subject of ideological claims already for more 

than a century (See section 1.4 and Forty 1986).   

 

Context aware services, intelligent agents and neutrality? 

The cross-cutting idea for many of the AmI projects and applications is context awareness, 

currently primarily based on the identification of the user and his/her location.  Context 
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awareness renders AmI applications, to a certain extent smart since they adapt their 

behaviour based on information sensed from the physical and computational environment 

(See also section 3.5).  Intelligent agents can be part of context-aware services.  

 

Both context awareness and intelligent agents appear to be neutral, that is, not taking a 

position within social relations.  The question is if and how this position will be sustainable 

when confronted with users and non-users in their everyday life.  Since these services are 

pro-active, they can not be completely neutral.  They have to present certain choices and/or 

take some decisions for users, therefore preferring certain options above others.  This 

neutrality runs the risk of causing problems and even conflicts in everyday life since the 

latter is not neutral, as argued above, but shaped by peoples' socio-economic positions 

(class, gender, ethnicity), their history (parents, education, etc.) and symbolic positions in 

society (for example, social capital).  

 

Preliminary results of a project called “Ambient Intelligence Homelab” launched by the 

electronics manufacturer Philips in 2002 confirm this.  The Homelab consists of a fully 

equipped home designed to test prototype AmI technologies and peoples’ behaviour and 

reactions in a semi-real life environment.  The intelligent agent dealing with entertainment 

schedules was criticised by the son because it favoured the preferences of his farther.  Can 

intelligent agents take a position within family relations and who is to blame for unequal 

access within the family?28 

 

Rieder (2003) argues that intelligent agents should not only be regarded as software 

programs, but also as “social actors” since they inevitably take position.  Agents present a 

certain view on the world.  Making the machine more subjective and thus bringing it closer 

to everyday life is exactly the objective of new generations of agents under development.  

There is a risk however, that agents’ functioning becomes a new ‘black box’ since it is not 

obvious to understand the algorithms used to get certain results.  How will users be 

informed about this process?  What is the position of authority of agents’ results?  Are they 

exclusive or better than other sources of information?  It is clear that social and user-

oriented research is needed to better understand the position of intelligent agents in 

everyday life.   

 

Scenarios, ideal type users and a perfect world? 

Scenarios describing possible futures, in general but also in relation to AmI, tend to portray 

ideal type users in a perfect world.  The ISTAG (2001) scenarios for instance, despite their 

emphasis on humanistic and social concerns, are constructed among four ideal types for the 
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future: the assertive trans-national businesswoman, the relaxed and connected upper level 

employee, the up-to-date and active housewife, and the learning community.  Although the 

objective of sketching these scenarios is to provide glimpses of possible AmI futures rather 

than being exhaustive, it seems that only those that “succeed” in life are portrayed.  

Futhermore, these are typically the early adopters of new technologies (Cf. infra 

diffusionism).  The less well of on the other hand (for example, lower educational levels, 

poorer households, ethnic minorities) are rarely considered in scenarios.  

 

In addition to ideal type user groups, the portrayed everyday life in the scenarios is 

primarily a perfect life where users are able to cope, successfully, with their lives.  

Scenarios have a tendency to ignore the struggles, uncertainties and irregularities that are 

characteristic for everyday life as well.  They are inclined to portray only the bright side of 

life.  

 

Especially in relation to technologies, this implies that malfunctions, breakdowns and user-

unfriendliness are hardly envisioned, while current-day computing for instance is not 

without problems, errors and software bugs.  In the same way as users seem to cope 

successfully with their lives, they are also using the technologies in an unproblematic way.  

User research in contrast, especially from a domestication perspective, argues that the 

process of use and acceptance of technologies is less straightforward and obvious.  

 

Worst-case scenarios would for instance also contribute positively to a better understanding 

of future challenges.  An example of such a scenario is given in a technology roadmap on 

software agents whereby a simple spelling error results in completely destroying a persons’ 

life (Luck et all., 2003).    

 

Physical versus mental disappearance of computing 

At the core of Ambient Intelligence is the idea that computing becomes 'invisible' by 

embedding it in the environment and in everyday objects.  Computing should be in the 

background, in the periphery of our attention and should only move to the centre if 

necessary, hence the existence of RTD programs such as “the disappearing computer”, an 

EU funded activity in Future and Emerging Technologies (FET) of the IST research 

program29.  

 

At first sight, there is a striking parallel with the domestication approach.  Ultimately, 

technologies are domesticated when they are “taken for granted”, when they reach a state of 

mind of being a “natural” part of everyday life.  As such, they are not anymore perceived as 
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technologies, as machines, but rather as an almost natural extension of the self.  By 

claiming to move technologies to the background and people to the foreground, Ambient 

Intelligence promises a disappearance of the technical artefact and its underlying 

technologies.  Therefore, it can be seen as the ultimate stage of domestication.   

 

However, domestication also highlights that the process of acceptance and use of ICTs is 

not necessarily harmonious, linear or complete.  Rather it is presented as a struggle between 

the user and technology, where the user aims to tame, gain control, shape or ascribe 

meaning to the technological artefact.  It is not a sign of resistance to a specific technology 

but rather of an active acceptance process.  

 

The material invisibility of technological artefacts – aimed at through miniaturisation and/or 

embedding – may well rather harm than facilitate their acceptance exactly because they are 

invisible, and thus become uncontrollable.  Making technologies disappear, while assuming 

this will reduce the tension, could on the contrary make it insoluble.  

 

The point is that there is a difference between the physical and mental disappearance of 

computing and that it is incorrect to assume that physical disappearance will lead 

automatically to acceptance and use, and thus to mental invisibility. 

 

Adaptive computing and intended use versus effective use 

Domestication and other user studies of technological innovations have indicated that there 

is a difference between the intended use of ICTs by its designers and their real, effective use 

by users.  Users and uses are pre-configured in the design of ICTs.  This pre-configuration 

shapes to a certain extent the way ICTs will be used.  One can not go out of this frame, as a 

user, but there is freedom for users to experiment with ICTs, to invent new uses and to 

make them their own (Flichy, 1995).  It seems that users take up this activity and that 

technologies can be put to quite different uses than the uses foreseen by the developers.  

This can lead to surprises, such as the recent success of SMS.  Another typical example is 

the French Minitel of the 1980s.  This videotext system was set up to be used as an 

informational service but the French users ‘invented’ another, more successful use, that is, 

communication and erotic services (Bouwman & Christofferson, 1992).  In addition, the 

telephone answering machine is used in a way not originally foreseen, that is, for screening 

incoming calls, and thus actually for increasing un-accessibility instead of accessibility 

(Frissen & Punie 2001, p. 22). 
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These studies highlight that for ICTs to become accepted, it is important to have some 

degree of flexibility for users to experiment and find their own uses.  With AmI this degree 

of flexibility can be increased significantly because new services will be driven by software 

and thus be easily programmable.  Re-programming might become possible both for 

developers and for users.  This is partly incorporated in the idea of adaptive computing.  

AmI devices and services will have a high degree of heterogeneity.  Their functions and 

possibilities are changeable on the basis of user preferences.  Truly personal devices will 

become possible (for example, Islam & Fayad, 2003). 

 

Multimodal appliances are also envisaged.  A cellular phone could be used as a remote 

control for instance.  This does not mean one device will everything but that there will be 

different devices which can handle multiple media related to their specific task.  Standards 

for interoperability will be essential in this context (ITEA 2001, p. 59).  

 

Devices and services that are completely open to users or that are completely adaptable may 

face the risk however, of becoming unusable or unappealing for users.  Certain degrees of 

flexibility are necessary but pre-configured uses and users are also needed for potential 

users as guiding forces.  They reduce the complexity and uncertainty, which typically 

emerge when users are confronted with innovations.  They also help users understand what 

is new about innovations.  Completely open tools risk leaving users without directions.  A 

challenge for adaptive computing and for AmI in general is to find an acceptable balance 

between openness and adaptability versus user guidance and rigidity.  

 

3. The technological dimension 
 

There is still a lot of technological progress needed to establish the technological 

foundations for the AmI vision.  The key technologies to enable it are coming from a wide 

range of technological fields and sub-fields.  Since we are talking about a paradigm change, 

AmI will necessarily draw upon a wide range of underpinning technologies, potentially 

even the entire range of IT components and systems, and a good share of technologies 

within which IT can be embedded (Miles et al. 2002, pp. 8-9). 

 

In general though, since AmI is stemming from the convergence of three key technologies, 

that is, ubiquitous computing, ubiquitous communication, and intelligent user-friendly 

interfaces, at least these three key technologies need to be considered for an understanding 

of the technological dimensions of AmI.  These are highlighted briefly in this section.  
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Furthermore, the notion of context awareness is discussed here since it presents a major 

challenge for developing relevant and useful AmI applications.  

 

It should be noted however that the overview is not exhaustive and that a number of other 

key technologies such as software design and engineering, knowledge and content 

technologies and privacy, security, trust and confidence technologies is contributing to AmI 

as well.  

 

3.1. Ubiquitous Computing 
Ubiquitous computing refers to a shift in computing systems from (central) mainframe 

computing over personal computing and multiple computing devices per person (distributed 

computing) to computing embedded in everyday objects.  The latter is supposed to make 

these objects “smart”, for instance by adding sensors to them.  

 

The development of smart devices depends on the following technological trends: 

miniaturisation of computing capabilities, new materials, sensing technologies and software 

technologies.  Also the embedding of computing and networking capabilities into more and 

more objects and environments results in distributed and real-time forms of computation 

that place new and severe demands onto micro-/optoelectronic devices in terms of 

functionality, design, power, robustness, wireless communication, packaging, and cost 

(Lindwer et al., 2003). 

 

3.1.1.  Miniaturisation of computing capabilities 

It is mainly Moores' law that has been used to describe the increasing capacity of computing 

power, in particular a doubling of it every 18 months a fixed costs.  It hereby highlights the 

rapid change in information processing technologies and in the microelectronics industry 

during the last three decades.  Computing capabilities have become cheaper, smaller and 

faster in order for them to be embedded in potentially every object or device.  

 

This trend however, was made possible by the unique economic and social conditions under 

which the semiconductor industry operated during the last decades, rather than by Moores' 

law alone, as argued by Tuomi (2002) and thereby criticising the technological and 

economic deterministic way in which the law has been used.  The implication of Tuomi's 

critique is that Moores' law in general and miniaturisation in particular may not 

automatically go on for the next ten years or so, as is generally assumed, since the socio-

economic context has changed for the semiconductor industry and for other related 

technological industries. 
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Further miniaturisation for hardware to become unobtrusive may rather come from 

breakthroughs in new materials (ISTAG 2001, p. 22).  More mobility, less energy 

consumption, more performance, smaller size and weight, lower cost, high reliability, more 

flexibility and ubiquity have up to now been achieved with miniaturisation.  The stage 

might be reached however where further scaling will create opposite effects such as 

growing energy consumption in standby mode and performance restrictions in active mode.  

Therefore, completely new solutions in micro-/optoelectronics are needed.  A major 

challenge will be to integrate contributions at the nano-scale level into overall system 

architectures.  This requires rare interdisciplinary expertise (Lindwer et al., 2003).   

 

3.1.2 New materials 

Molecular and atomic manipulation techniques will be increasingly required to give rise to 

advanced materials, smart materials and nanotechnologies.  Nanoelectronics and other 

nanotechnologies permit miniaturisation trends to extend beyond the limits of micro-

devices through hybrid nano-micro devices.  Nanodevices would yield lower power 

consumption, higher operation speeds and high ubiquity (ISTAG 2001, p.18).  

 

Recent developments in the field of materials science and solid-state physics could give 

computers of the future a completely different shape, or even blend them completely into 

their surroundings.  Light-emitting polymers (illuminating plastic), for instance enable 

flexible displays, that is, displays that are thin and bendable.  In the future, you could see 

weather info from the Internet on the bedroom window instead of a thermometer or 

barometer.  Laser projection from within spectacles directly onto the retina of the eye is 

another option currently being investigated (Mattern, 2003). 

 

Research is also taking place into electronic ink and smart paper.  This would transform the 

properties of current paper media into digital (mobile) input/output media.  It follows that 

paper can be altered into a computer or, conversely, computers into paper (Mattern, 2003).  

It will have substantial implications for the delivery and consumption of media and 

information.  

 

Smart dust30 is another technology that is developed.  It is a cloud of tiny particles, each one 

of a millimetre dimension, of active silicon.  It senses, communicates and is self-powered.  

As tiny as dust particles, it can be spread throughout buildings or into the atmosphere to 

collect and monitor data.  Each particle converts sunlight into electricity, locally elaborates 

information, localises itself, both in absolute and relative to other particles, communicates 
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with other ones within a few meters.  Smart dust devices have applications in everything 

from military to meteorological to medical fields.  A similar technology is smart painting, a 

random network of wall painted computers studied at the MIT (Riva et.al,. 2003). 

 

Many different new materials are thus studied and developed.  Some prototypes already 

exist, but it will take many more years for them to become viable alternatives to existing 

materials. 

  

3.1.3. Sensing technologies and augmentation of objects 

Everyday objects will be augmented with sensors and/or activators in order for them to be 

able to sense physical activity and consequently, to act or communicate this information.  

Sensors can react to light, acceleration, temperature and weight but recent sensors also 

analyse gases and liquids and can recognise certain patterns (for example, fingerprints or 

facial forms).  One interesting development in this regard is radio sensors that can report 

their measured data within a few meters distance without an explicit energy source.  

Electronic labels also operate without a built-in source of power (so-called passive smart 

labels or RFIDs – Radio Frequency Identification).  Their advantages are manifold 

compared to existing barcodes for instance.  Several hundred of bytes could be read and 

written “wirelessly” up to a distance of about two meters depending on the underlying 

technology.  It enables objects to be identified and recognised, and therefore linked in real 

time to an associated data record held on the Internet or in a remote database.  This opens 

up application possibilities that go far beyond the original task of automated warehousing or 

supermarkets without cashier (Mattern, 2003).  

  

One of problems for embedded computing in small object is the issue of power sources.  

Although the search for alternative power sources is under way (for example, fuel cells, 

self-generating power), generally, there is a trade-off to be made between processing power 

and energy use.  Also for mobile and portable devices, power consumption is crucial, bit 

trade-off there is more between displays and energy use (Lindwer et al., 2003). 

 

An example of an augmented everyday object is the MediaCup, developed by TecO 

(Telecooperation Office, University of Karlsruhe).  Coffee cups are augmented with sensor, 

processing and communication facilities to obtain basic cues on what people do.  The sensor 

data process three distinct cues: cup is stationary, drinking out of the cup, and playing with 

the cup.  Temperature data is also mapped: filled, cooled off, and actual temperature.  This 

is a prototype to indicate how smart working environments could be envisioned on the basis 

of telepresence, that is, giving someone the feeling that someone else is present while they 
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are actually not co-located (Beigl, Gellersen & Schmidt, 2001).  It is an experiment, typical 

for ubiquitous computing projects, in embedding everyday objects with sensors in order to 

merge the physical and virtual world.  

 

3.2. Ubiquitous Communication 

Massively distributed devices are only to become meaningful if they are networked or 

connected.  From a technical point of view, this poses new challenges, especially for the 

computer systems community.  Mobility is a newly added dimension that sits at the very 

heart of the AmI environment (Lindwer et. al., 2003).  Providing continuos interaction 

changes the relationship between humans and computers, from a localised tool (traditional 

desktop) to a constant companion (Abowd & Mynatt 2000, p.29).  The feeling of permanent 

connectivity exist already today through mobile phones. 

 

Whatever the technologies and networks at the background are, users will expect access to 

the right information or networked service, at the time they want them, from the place they 

select them, using their preferred device and with the information or services presented in a 

useful format.  For such a heterogeneous distributed system, computing nodes may join or 

leave the network at any moment and then becoming unreachable due to users’ mobility, 

energy sources depletion, intermittent failures, etc.  Consequently, designing embedded 

systems for such environments characterised by high volatility of the network topology is 

going to be very different compared to standard practice in digital design.  It implies a lot of 

flexibility and adaptability on the part of the appliances and the networks.  In addition, it 

will put a high emphasis on the aspect of interoperability and standards (Lindwer et al. 

2003, ITEA 2001, pp. 60-63).  

 

Within an AmI environment, a seamless interoperability between different network levels 

needs to be realised.  Generally, the following network levels are to be identified: 

• Body area network (BAN) connecting sensors, chips or devices attached to the 

body/clothes or implanted in the body; 

• Personal area network (PAN) consisting of personal and/or shared devices or 

peripherals; 

• Local area network (LAN) for the nomadic access to fixed and mobile networks, and to 

the Internet; 

• Wide area network (WAN) for the access and routing with full mobility;  

• The "Cyberworld" where users and their intelligent agents (avatars) interact. 
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Figure 3: Communication network levels in AmI 

 

 
 

Source: Riva et al. 2003, pp. 14-15. 

 

This model is proposed as a reference model for the interaction between the user and the 

surrounding technologies31.  From a service point and users point of view, seamless 

switching and interoperability between these different network levels is crucial.  This 

includes ad hoc networks, that is, networks that are created, on the spot, for a specific 

purpose and that are dissolved once the purpose is achieved.  For example, an ad hoc 

network can be established in a meeting room, dining hall or an airport between two or 

more people who want to share and exchange documents.  The network card available in 

their devices just has to be switched to ‘ad hoc mode’ to form a small wireless LAN32.  

 

Wireless LANs are today already available on the market.  Wireless hot spots for Wifi or 

IEEE802.x give access to the Internet and are installed all over the world (for example, in 

airports, cities, etc.).  For some, this is the new hype after the Internet33.  Wireless Personal 

Area Networks are also under commercial development and are expected to take-off during 

the next years.  They have a short range-of-use (10-100 meters) and are intended to set up 

connections between personal devices.  The best known standard is Bluetooth enabling for 

instance a keyboard, computer, printer or digital camera to be connected without cables 

(OZONE 2002, p.27).  

 

Applications for body area networks (BAN) are also being prototyped.  They encompass 

smart devices the user can wear (for example, smart watch) or implant in the body.  Smart 
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clothes can have many different applications such as e-health (for example, patient 

monitoring of hart rate, blood pressure, etc. but also monitoring for sports activities), 

adaptable clothes (for example, according the outside temperature in arctic environments) 

and self-cleaning clothes34.  Chip implants in the body are perhaps a bit further in the future, 

although Kevin Warwick, a professor in Cybernetics, received his first implant in 1998.  He 

uses these implants to connect his nervous system with a computer and thus with the 

Internet35. 

 

Devices are connected dynamically to these different networks.  As the function of most 

devices is driven by software, it results in multimodal appliances.  A cellular phone can also 

be used as remote control for instance.  This does not mean that we will end up with one 

device that does everything but we will have devices, which can handle multiple media 

related to their specific task.  Standards for interoperability will be essential in this context 

(ITEA 2001, p.59).  

 

3.3. User interfaces 
Interfaces, especially user interfaces are one of the crucial building blocks for AmI because 

they define the experience the user will have with the intelligence surrounding him/her.  

Major importance is attached to so-called natural feeling human interfaces and to 

multimodel interfaces.  Vision technologies and displays are part of the interfaces as well.  

Breakthroughs in user interfaces are important for consumer acceptance, not only, for the 

mass markets in general but also for people with disabilities in particular. 

 

The vision of AmI assumes that the physical interaction between humans and the virtual 

world will be more like the way humans interact in the real world, hence the term natural 

interfaces.  Humans speak, gesture, touch, sense and write in their interactions with other 

humans and with the physical world.  The idea is that these natural actions can and should 

be used as explicit or implicit input to AmI systems.  Interfacing should be completely 

different from the current desktop paradigm (GUI-Graphical User Interface) based on 

keyboard, mouse and display.  This also means that interfaces should be multi-model, as 

humans communicate in a multimodel way against machines that typically operate in a 

single mode.  Moreover, with current interface technology humans must learn and 

understand the computer language; in the future, this would be the other way around 

(Wilson 2001; Abowd & Mynatt 2000, p.30).  

 

Haptic interfaces focus on the human sense of touch, that is, using objects in the physical 

world to manipulate a computer-generated world.  For example, if a user tries to grab a 
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virtual cup there is no non-visual way to let the user know that the cup is in contact with the 

user's virtual hand.  Haptic research attempts to solve these problems, via force (kinesthetic) 

feedback and tactile feedback.  The former is for instance used in games (for example, 

steering wheel) while the latter deals with the devices that interact with the nerve endings in 

the skin, which indicate heat, pressure and texture36.  

 

Tangible interfaces focus on everyday objects.  Ambient displays are everyday objects used 

for information display without interrupting the user or without a deliberate search attempt 

from the user.  They are abstract and aesthetic peripheral displays portraying non-critical 

information on the periphery of a user’s attention.  The goal is to present information of 

secondary importance, hence non-critical, without distracting or burdening the user.  Future 

research should however not only concentrate on designing ambient displays but also on 

evaluating its effectiveness.  Very little is known about this (Mankoff et al., 2003; Wisneski 

et al., 1998).  

 

With ambients, the physical environment becomes an interface to digital information 

rendered as subtle changes in form, movement, sound, color or light.  Commercial ambients 

are already on the market.  The Ambient Orb for instance is a small globe, wirelessly 

connected, that changes color according to users' preferences for monitoring custom stock 

portfolio or receiving local weather forecasts3737. 

 

Previous efforts have focused on speech input and pen input but it was very difficult for 

these interfaces to handle robustly the errors that naturally occur with these systems.  A 

difficult problem for natural interfaces, especially when used for recognition-based tasks 

consists of the mistakes and errors that occur.  Completely eliminating errors may not be 

possible but recognition accuracy does not seem to be the only determinant of user 

satisfaction.  Even humans make mistakes when dealing with these same forms of 

communication (for example, handwriting recognition).  Rather the question is how to 

handle occurring errors in ways that are acceptable for users (Aboyd & Mynatt 2000, pp.34-

35).  

 

There is a huge amount of work undertaken in natural interfaces.  A major challenge for 

multimodal interfaces consists indeed of integrating stand-alone graphical, aural, speech 

and tactile interfaces.  This is crucial, not only for multimodal interactions with computer 

systems at a particular moment, but especially also for seamlessly migrating and adapting 

these to different user environments (Cf. AmI Space).  
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In relation to displays, ISTAG distinguishes long-distance entertainment type of interfaces 

and short-distance mono-personal interfaces.  Today, the former consists usually of an 

infrared remote control, in reality of a proliferation of these controls, and a game pad.  They 

are used for interactions at more than 1 meter from the screen.  The short-distance mono-

personal interface is today dominated by the personal computer GU Interface (with a 

keyboard and a mouse).  In the future, ISTAG (2002, pp.27-30) believes that most 

interactive applications will have to deal with both long-distance and short-distance 

interfaces and insists that these interfaces need to be easy to use by people of all ages.  

Using existing personal computer interfaces has the risk of creating a “digital divide”, as 

these solutions are too expensive and too difficult to learn. 

 

Displays do not follow Moore’s law and they therefore represent a large part of the total 

cost and power consumption of most appliances.  Displays are often the blocking point for a 

massive deployment of new applications.  ISTAG (2002, p.29) sees a need for several types 

of displays in the home, all of them being flat displays: 

• Large (50 cm to 1 meter diagonal) with high resolution (1,000 lines) for multi-person 

vviewing of TV, movies, images and games.  Relevant technologies are plasma and 

projection LCD.  The major issue is cost. 

• Medium size (40 to 50 cm) but still high-resolution displays for desk-top applications 

(such as a PC monitor) and mono-personal entertainment.  The relevant technology 

today is LCD. 

• Small, low-resolution displays with a broad range of sizes, resolutions, color or 

monochrome to be used in nearly all home appliances (white goods, home control, 

audio systems).  Relevant technologies are OLED, PLED.  
 

Breakthroughs in input/output devices including new displays, smart surfaces, paints and 

films that have smart properties are regarded as fundamental to enable people interacting 

with their intelligent environment (ISTAG, 2002, p.22).  

 

Widespread implementation of interfaces with multiple input/output mechanisms is only to 

be expected between 2010 and 2020 however, not only due to technological challenges but 

also due to uncertainties in relation to return-on-investment and to consumer acceptance.  

Moreover, the computer industry's track record in improving the ease of use of their 

applications is not particularly great (Wilson, 2001).  

 

3.4. Ambient Intelligence Space 
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ISTAG proposes a new approach to realise the AmI vision by focussing on what it calls the 

Ambient Intelligence Space, that is, the “middle layer” (or medium) to bridge the gap 

between technologies and societal and economic challenges.  The AmI Space consists of the 

collection of technologies, infrastructure, applications and services enabling AmI.  Crucially 

however, this space is not only the collection of its constituting elements, but genuinely the 

seamless integration and migration between them.  The socio-economic challenges will be 

met only if new services based on new technologies are integrated and managed so that they 

span the different spheres of life with seamless operation across various environments 

(ISTAG 2002, p.7).  

 

This AmI Space should not be construed as a physical layer of infrastructures, hardware 

platforms, services or applications, but as collection of these things in combination, 

characterised through various environments.  Therefore, ISTAG adopted a “3-layer” model, 

with the societal and economic challenges as the top layer, technologies as the bottom layer, 

and AmI Space as the “middle layer”. 

  

Figure 4: The middle layer: Ambient Intelligence Space 

 
Source: ISTAG 2002: 15. 

 

Originally, AmI Space was an abstraction with properties based on specific physical or 

social environments such as the family, the home or the car.  It evolved towards a space 

where seamless integration and migration between technologies, services and users are 

crucial.  

 

The AmI Space is composed of collaborative (location or social based) sub-spaces, of 

devices (including sensor and actuator systems), services (including their interfaces) and the 

connecting networks.  The AmI Space must “know itself” and its components, configure 
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and reconfigure itself under varying and even unpredictable conditions and must be an 

expert in self-protection in a heterogeneous and open world. 

 
Figure 5: Seamless AmI environment management 

 
Source: ISTAG 2002: 16. 

 

The AmI Space should contain applications and services to actively support humans in 

achieving specific tasks.  It should interact with the user, model and know user behaviour, 

control security aspects to ensure the privacy and security of the transferred personal data 

and deal with authorisation, key and rights management.  It should also ensure the quality of 

services as perceived by the user.  

 

ISTAG realises this is not a trivial task, and certainly not only a technical one.  Other issues 

are availability and protection of copyrights, privacy and security, regulations and open 

standards, and viable business models (Cf. infra).  It also needs detailing this vision, the 

concepts and a research agenda (ISTAG 2002, pp. 18-20).  

 

3.5. AmI Applications: The notion of context awareness 
Progress in the above mentioned key enabling technologies is needed to realise the AmI 

vision but in essence, "applications are the whole point of ubiquitous computing" (Weiser, 

1993).  Since much AmI research is application-centred, the amount of projects under 

development is huge.  One of the early examples of ubicomp applications is indeed locating 

people and objects, pioneered by the Olivetti Research Labs in Cambridge (UK) with the 

Active Badge system38.  Functions provided by Active Badge are for instance automatic 

phone forwarding, locating an individual for a meeting, and watching general activity in a 

building to feel in touch with its cycles of activity (Weiser, 1993).  
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It is impossible to give a full account of the many AmI applications that are under 

development, but the crosscutting idea for many of them is inspired on context awareness 

and thus location based services.  Therefore, in this section, the central notion of context 

awareness is situated.   

 

Context awareness starts with identifying a relatively simple piece of context, that is, user 

location, and uses this information to provide relevant services.  These location-aware 

appliances are perhaps the first demonstration of linking implicit human activity with 

computational services that serve to augment general human activity.  They illustrate the 

objective of the application-centered AmI research, that is, to understand how everyday 

tasks can be better supported, and how they are altered by the introduction of ubiquitous 

technologies (Abowd & Mynatt 2000, p.31).  A mobile phone for instance will always 

vibrate and never beep when you are in a concert or a meeting if the system knows the 

location and the calendar (Moran & Dourish, 2001). 

 

Context awareness renders AmI applications, to a certain extent smart since they adapt their 

behaviour based on information sensed from the physical and computational environment.  

According to Weiser, there is no revolution in artificial intelligence needed for that.  On the 

contrast, ubicomp as conceived in the 1990s is completely opposed to artificial intelligence:  
“Today's computers have no idea of their location and surroundings.  If a computer 

merely knows what room it is in, it can adapt its behavior in significant ways 

without requiring even a hint of artificial intelligence...  

In our experimental embodied virtuality [AmI], doors open only to the right badge 

wearer, rooms greet people by name, telephone calls can be automatically 

forwarded to wherever the recipient may be, etc...  No revolution in artificial 

intelligence is needed--just the proper imbedding of computers into the everyday 

world” (Weiser 1991). 

 

On the same line, ubicomp is, according to Weiser (1991) diametrically opposed to “virtual 

reality”, which attempts to make a world inside the computer.  He does not question its 

purpose, but virtual reality is about simulating the world while ubicomp focuses on 

invisibly enhancing the world that already exists.  

 

Location is a common piece of context used in application development.  The most 

widespread applications have been GPS-based car navigation systems and handheld “tour 

guide” systems that vary the content displayed (video or audio) by a hand-held unit given 
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the users' physical location in an exhibit area (for example, The Lancaster Tourguide: 

Cheverest et al., 2000).  

 

Although numerous systems that leverage a person’s identity and/or location have been 

demonstrated, there are many development and implementation problems.  There is, for 

instance, more to context than just the position and identification of people.  Most context-

aware systems still do not incorporate knowledge about time, history (recent or long past), 

other people than the user, as well as many other pieces of information often available in 

our environment.  Although a complete definition of context is illusive, the “five W’s” of 

context are a good minimal set of necessary context, the last two being the most 

challenging:  Who, what, where, when and why.  Other challenges are related to the virtual 

representation of context and to context fusion, that is, to increase the confidence value for a 

particular interpretation since sensing technologies are not 100% reliable (Abowd & Mynatt 

2000, pp.35-36).  

 

Defining context is not obvious but it should be, in essence, user-oriented.  This is much 

more than simple user profiling and service profiling.  The context-oriented systems will be 

able to answer questions, such as: Where are you?  Who are you with?  What resources are 

close to you?  What is your mood today?  (Riva et al., 2003).  

 

Such a user-oriented approach has recently received the status of international standard, 

through the International Organization for Standardization's ISO 13407 “Human centered 

design for interactive systems”.  According to the ISO 13407 standard, human-centered 

design requires: 

• active involvement of users 

• clear understanding of use and task requirements 

• appropriate allocation of function 

• the iteration of design solutions 

• a multi-disciplinary design team. 

 

It is based around the following processes: understanding and specifying the context of use; 

specifying the user and organisational requirements; producing designs and prototypes and 

carrying out user-based assessments39. 

 

Despite all these initiatives, context remains relatively problematic for the design of 

interactive computer systems because of poor understanding what it is and how it can be 

used (Dey, 2001).  Moreover, definitions of context are context dependent.  The weather, 
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for instance, may be crucial for out-door activities but irrelevant when doing the same 

things indoors.  A challenge is also that many context-aware services assume that the 

context they use is completely accurate while in reality, both sensed and interpreted context 

is often ambiguous (Dey et al., 2002).  

 

Realistic context awareness should also take into account context in its sociological sense, 

that is, peoples' socio-economic positions (class, gender, ethnicity), their history (parents, 

education, etc.) and symbolic positions in society (for example, social capital).  This seems 

to be even more complicated and as a result, its incorporation in the design of interactive 

systems will probably even further away in the future compared to using location and 

identification for context aware services.  

 

4. Smart homes and living 
4.1. From home automation to smart homes 
Smart houses have been around for more than a decade but have up to now not really been 

able to tackle a large consumer market.  Partial progress was attained in networked 

household alarm systems, and some high-end entertainment systems, but the lack of 

standards and interoperability, and the absence of really pressing new functionality 

provided at an attractive cost can be listed as the main causes (Miles et al., 2002, p.13).  

 

It is expected however, as prices will decline and functionality will increase, that the 

worldwide connected home market, consisting of home networking equipment and 

software, residential gateways and home control and automation products will grow 

considerably, from US$1.4 billion in 2001 to US$9.2 billion by 2006, according to In-

Stat/MDR.  The information appliances market is projected to impact many sectors of the 

consumer electronics industry (manufacturing of TV, set-top box, PC, game console, home 

appliances & mobile devices).  Market research firm eTForecasts predicts that worldwide 

information appliance shipments which includes web-enabled cell phones, PDAs, handheld 

computers, entertainment appliances and personal access devices, will reach 830 million 

units in 2007, with a market value of more than US$167 billion (quoted in Infocom 2002a, 

pp.vii-viii).  

 

Similar market forecasts have been done in the past, and have proved to be rather 

overoptimistic.  The problem with many past smart home projects has been that they 

primarily are technology-driven rather than demand-driven.  A typical example of this 

supplier approach is the notion of fully-integrated home of the future, as illustrated in 
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Figure 6 below.  It illustrates how different subsystems of functional components can be 

combined to provide new services in the home.  Many demonstration projects have 

followed this model and involved major capital investment to deliver a utopian vision of the 

“home of the future”.  While this has certainly stimulated interest, it has not provided 

consumers with a realistic model that can be immediately implemented in an affordable 

manner.  The integrated nature of many available systems and products requires 

technologies and standards to be mature, but also specialist knowledge and/or training from 

the users’ side before they can be installed and used (IPTS 2001, pp.121-123).  It was also 

not able to live up to its promise to substitute or reduce significantly the unpaid and most 

time-consuming work in the home, that is, housework (Berg 1996, p.89).  

 

While potential users have a set of similar needs from their homes (for example, 

housework), the context in which these are expressed varies widely.  Homes are diverse in 

terms of physical design, layout and age, and people’s lifestyles vary considerably 

depending on age and circumstances.  The value-added to the consumer of a smart home is 

in its perceived benefit, not its “smartness” or “intelligence”.  Consumers have basic needs, 

which revolve around labour saving and simplification, ease in operation, remote 

controlling, entertainment, and cost reductions.  Bringing the concept of smart homes to the 

market requires suppliers to address the needs of potential consumers to demonstrate 

additional functional and subjective benefits.  Consumers need to feel they will benefit 

(Berg 1996, p.89).  

 

But the potential for smart homes products and services may now looking more hopeful 

than at any time in the past.  This is the result of major ICT players developing a more 

sophisticated perspective on the market, the rise in the use of personal computers, mobile 

phones and Internet, the digitisation of voice, data and imaging, and the emergence of e-

commerce.  The size of the future market for smart homes is, as yet, unclear.  However, it 

will be shaped by demographic and socio-economic trends as well, especially the aging 

population and the differentiation in household types (for example, single parent 

households), the mosaic society and moves towards new ways of using the home for work 

and telecare (Haddon, 2003). 
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Figure 6: Smart home integration 
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Home networks, that is, the relevant Local Area Network for the home environment, 

include both networks to the home (access networks) and networks throughout the home.  

The domestic network connects all appliances and displays in the home and interacts with 

the personal area network and the body network of each person in the home.  Within homes, 

local networks with potentially different underlying implementations can be combined, or at 

least be managed as one logical network.  These may be networks using power lines, phone 

wires, Ethernet (coax, twisted pair), IEEE 1394, wireless (Hiperlan, IEEE802.11, IrDA, 

Bluetooth, HomeRF, wireless 1394).  The need to support interoperability services such as 

bridges or gateways between different networks, in the backbone as well as in access 

networks and local networks grows (ITEA 2001, p.60). 

 

According to ISTAG (2002, pp.25-28), communications within the home will go broadband 

in 2010 on the domestic network (wireless, cable line, power line) with bandwidth capable 

of high definition video (20 megabits per second).  Communications to the home will have 

evolved from dedicated solutions (copper wire for telephony, coax cable for TV) to multiple 

overlapping and competing communication media (copper wire, coax cable, digital 
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terrestrial, satellite, wireless local loop).  Each of these communication media will be 

capable of voice, data and video.  Depending upon the type of homes, the installed base and 

the national regulations, in order for these to co-exist there will be need for physical 

interface standards and communication protocols for all media.  

 

4.2. New drivers for the smart home 
Many different socio-technological drivers are identified in the literature.  The Infocomm 

Technology Roadmap on connected homes (See also Appendix) proposes three relatively 

new drivers based on the notion of sharing, in particular of sharing broadband connections, 

sharing data and resources and sharing information: 

• Increasing broadband subscribers and sharing broadband connections.  As more 

households get accustomed to the benefits of high-speed Internet access, there is a need 

for multiple users to share the broadband connection simultaneously from different PCs, 

as duplicating connections through separate modems to the Internet makes no economic 

sense for consumers.  Moreover, people who have migrated over to broadband access 

will find it unacceptable to revert to narrowband access, especially as more rich media 

content will become available.  

 

• Rise of household PCs, multiple PC ownership and sharing resources.  With the rising 

popularity of desktop PCs, notebooks PCs, PDAs, mobile phones, printers, scanners, 

external storage devices and other LAN peripherals in the home, homeowners will want 

to be able to connect these equipment together to share data and resources, saving cost 

and maximise resources.  This will inevitably drive the need for greater connectivity 

between these devices and the home network.  A market research report from 

eTForecasts indicated that the PC industry will continue to see long term growth 

potential, despite the short-term uncertainty.  In 2001, the worldwide number of PCs-in-

use has surpassed 535 million units, and will reach 1.1 billion units in 2007 with home 

PCs accounts more than half of them.  

 

• Emergence of smart home platforms with built-in standard connectivity for ease of 

sharing digitised information within the home.  The recent years saw an increase of 

smart digital platforms in conception.  They range from entertainment equipment to 

information devices to kitchen appliances with added intelligence and network 

connectivity to enable them to function in a smart manner.  Through home networking, 

users could enjoy better management and control of personal activities through greater 

collaboration of this equipment, for example, sharing digital photos or video clips that 

are directly downloaded into a home central server via the wired or wireless 
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technologies.  However, digital rights management, personal and/or third party 

intellectual property protection remain key challenges.  (Infocomm 2002, pp.2-3) 

 

Improved convenience and greater functionality is also identified by ITEA (2001: 80-81) as 

driving consumer acceptance.  It is more attractive:  

• to have devices with a universal function (for example, one remote control to control all 

appliances that support remote control features) 

• to work with information that has universal content (for example, an Internet page that 

is rendered on a PC screen or a mobile phone screen depending on the environment) 

(ITEA 2001, pp. 80-81). 

 

Bandwidth as such will not be the major issue for in-home networks.  Rather wireless 

connectivity (and interoperability) providing mobility to users within the home will be 

crucial.  Also, Infocomm (2002a, pp.71-75) does not think that smart kitchen appliances 

will be a major driver during the coming years.  They typically allow users to watch the 

morning news, download MP3, listen to music, download recipes, send and receive e-mail, 

do web surfing, or leave video messages for family members.  Their added value in a 

kitchen environment would not justify the cost.  Rather, home automation and control, 

home security and surveillance and healthcare are seen as more promising.    

 

ISTAG (2002, pp.40-41) also stresses the social challenge for the future intelligent home to 

provide relaxation and harmony and to support socialisation: 

• Sanctuary, relaxation and harmony.  In a world that changes rapidly, broadcasts 

negative news, brings pressures of work, has effectively destroyed the nuclear family 

and in which religious pastoral care is in decline, the home is an important sanctuary.  

This sanctuary should afford a relaxing and harmonious environment that is secure and 

private - a place where one can lean back and be passive. 

• Socialisation space.  Home for most people is not just a personal sanctuary but is also 

about personal relationships and nurturing of children.  The supportive home enables 

the family to communicate, observe, enjoy, respect, learn, be healthy, and wonder about 

life in safety.  In addition to the household members, the home is a meeting place for 

friends and family.  These meetings can take on physical presence but also in the AmI 

vision a virtual presence.  The “killer application” of the AmI may yet prove to be that 

which enables enhanced nurturing and socialisation of a virtual nuclear family. 

 

• Home as a sanctuary is related to the notion of “residence”.  There is a case to be made 

for developing and establishing the notion of virtual residence as an extension of the 
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physical residence.  It could help to tackle concerns of identity, privacy and security for 

peoples’ online activities.  It could contribute to a better perception and consideration of 

ones’ personal digital territory and could help to tackle the blurring boundaries of what 

is public and private in the online world (Beslay & Punie, 2002).  As most people will 

have a “permanent residence in cyberspace”, they will expect consistency between the 

actions of their avatar and their own actions in their professional and private lives as 

they answer phone calls, organise meetings and organise events (ISTAG 2002, p44).  

Also, as sensing and recording capabilities are more commonly found in an AmI 

environment, people need to be aware of how they are being sensed.  Just as people can 

ascertain their visibility in physical space, we need cues to convey our visibility in 

virtual space (Abowd & Mynatt, pp.51-52).  

 

Other potential drivers that emerge are e-learning, entertainment (digital TV, digital video 

recorder, gaming), environmental control, accessibility for the disabled, support for the 

elderly, work from home and e-commerce, etc.  

 

4.3. From mobile phones to personal communication networks 
Mobile communications are, in contrast with home automation, one of the biggest success 

stories of the 1990s ICT consumer market, first with the popularity of cellular phones, and 

then with text messaging (SMS).  Unusually, these were fields where European markets and 

firms took a lead, in large part because of agreed standards and simplification of tariffs (for 

example, prepaid cards).  Mass consumer demand for communication while on the move 

took the industry by surprise, but efforts to create a mobile Internet via WAP met with little 

consumer enthusiasm, at least in Europe (in contrast with I-Mode in Japan).  Poor content, 

slow and unreliable downloads, and lack of much added functionality on top of SMS, 

seemed to be behind this disappointment (Miles et al. 2002, pp.13-14). 

 

Personal Area Networks are characterised by their high mobility.  People on the move 

become networks on the move as the devices they carry network together and connect with 

the networks around them.  Some of the networks will be moving at high speed in cars, 

trains and planes.  This requires new network architectures, multi-access and re-

configuration capabilities in the networks, new self-configuring wireless network 

capabilities to support communication between the multitude of sensors and communicating 

devices (ISTAG 2002, pp.43-44).  Network management has to ensure proper load and 

network balancing, based on accurate models, not only of processing performance, power 

consumption and network bandwidth, but also for energy sources, mobility and quality of 

service (Lindwer, 2003).  
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Today, the usability of mobile devices is limited by constraints such as narrow bandwidth, 

small screens, incompatible networks, incompatible applications and data, ignorance of the 

specific current context of the user.  In the future, a world of mobile computing is envisaged 

where nomadic users can work with their applications and data independent of where they 

are, where the data and applications are and how they get access to the data and 

applications.  The emphasis with personal communication networks is on the mobile or 

'nomadic' user who should be able to: 

• use of the same applications/services/content as at home or at work, at any time and in 

any place with the same quality, even whilst moving from one place to the other 

• have specific applications/services/content supporting mobility 

• use these applications whilst driving, walking, moving and physically working (ITEA 

2001, p.103-104). 

 

4.4. Drivers for personal communication networks 
Personal communication networks (PCN) are expected to become increasingly important 

since they enable and/or reinforce the social and demographic changes that are taking place 

in Europe.  These are coined with the term “mosaic society”.  This is a scenario of emerging 

lifestyles characterised by greater mobility, diversity and change.  It will be made possible 

by changes in (i) demographics (for example, graying society); (ii) families and households 

composition (for example, single parent households); (iii) work and employment schedules 

(for example, flexibility); (iv) education and learning (for example, lifelong learning); (v) 

leisure, lifestyle and consumption (for example, 24 hour society, individualisation) (Scace, 

1999).  The enlargement of the European Union will also provide challenges, for instance 

by almost doubling its number of consumers/citizens.  

 

Greater mobility in time and space, more diversity and flexibility are enabled by ICTs, 

especially by mobile personal communication networks that offer permanently being 

connected (“always on”) with social networks and other (virtual) communities. ISTAG also 

raises the idea that a critical function for PCNs is the support for socialisation (2002, p. 41). 

 

5. What bends the trend?  Challenges for AmI in Everyday Life 
 

The objective of this study was to identify and document major challenges and bottlenecks 

for ambient intelligence in everyday life and to explore the relevant social and ethical 

questions that should be taken into account in order to bend the trend towards Ambient 
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Intelligence.  AmI is therefore discussed in terms of visions, technologies, applications and 

social challenges, with a particular focus on everyday life and from an everyday life 

perspective.  

 

The AmI vision, as it is being developed in the European research area (industry, 

government S&T agencies, technical research laboratories and universities), is quite far-

reaching and all encompassing.  It assumes a paradigmatic shift, not only in all the 

components of computing but also in society.  It is a vision that motivates stakeholders to 

support and encourage innovation in particular, and the S&T knowledge base in Europe in 

general in order to favour growth, competitiveness and well-being in the future Information 

Society.  

 

The difficulty with technological vision building in general is that it tends to be 

deterministic, that is, it assumes that technology will change society.  It is also inclined to 

be rhetorical - in other words, it promises a better world without really working towards that 

goal.  The AmI vision, however, specifically aims to avoid both of these pitfalls.  It 

recognises the need for AmI to be driven by human rather than technological concerns, and 

it proposes human-centred design and development guidelines together with other social 

concerns to advance this process.  It remains to be seen though if and how this manifesto 

will influence further research, development and design of AmI applications in order for the 

vision to go beyond similar claims made in the past.  

 

It is far from clear how this can be realised.  Some activities towards user-centred design 

have been identified but most of them are probably mainly based on functional descriptions 

of how to involve users in the design process.  Though this constitutes a first logical step, 

the real challenge lies in involving users in a more sociological, ethnographic and/or 

qualitative sense. A crucial question for further investigation would be whether the results 

generated by such an exercise justify the time and effort involved and sufficiently reflect the 

diversity of users. 

 

To investigate the potential of such an approach, a preliminary analysis of AmI from a 

domestication perspective was undertaken in this report.  

 

Domestication studies the Information Society from the users’ point of view by focusing on 

the acceptance of, or resistance to ICTs within the context of everyday life.  It is inspired by 

social-constructivist approaches to science and technology, by audience and user research in 

media studies and by the sociology and anthropology of everyday life. Domestication 
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highlights that the process by which new technologies are accepted into everyday life is far 

more complicated than is usually portrayed.  This is because acceptance of ICTs is not only 

shaped by their technological possibilities or by their functionality, but also by the micro-

social context of the household or of other social settings.  This context, that of everyday 

life, is shaped by power relations such as class, gender, age and ethnicity.  

 

These structural relations are likely to persist into the future Ambient Intelligence Space, 

but probably in different forms and formats.  The literature and visions on AmI however, 

seem to overlook this fundamental issue.  Therefore, it is argued that future studies and 

visions would benefit by taking the structures and patterns of power and everyday life 

explicitly into account.  

 

The implication of such an approach is that a number of crucial ideas for AmI in everyday 

life could be significantly advanced or raised for the first time.  Home as a sanctuary is an 

example of the former.  It is recognised that the home of the future could indeed become the 

place where people enjoy being disconnected from an over-intrusive AmI but it also needs 

to be said that the notion of home as a sanctuary hides the tensions, struggles and 

inequalities that occur in the lives of most people.  An example of ideas that have yet to be 

included within the framing of AmI in everyday life is housework. This particular type of 

continuous and time-consuming everyday work at home is rarely touched upon in claims 

about human centred and/or everyday computing.  

 

The domestication perspective also enabled us to highlight the fact that it will be difficult to 

sustain the treatment of context awareness and intelligent agents as socially neutral when 

they are confronted with users and non-users in their everyday lives.  Agents should not 

only be regarded as software programmes, but also as “social actors” since they inevitably 

take a position.  There is a need for social and user-oriented research to better understand 

the position of intelligent agents in everyday life in order to avoid agents’ becoming a new 

“black box” in society.  

 

Scenarios describing possible futures in relation to ICTs and AmI are criticised on the basis 

of their tendency to portray ideal, successful users in a perfect world.  Not only do they 

present stereotyped user groups, but they also seem to ignore the struggles, uncertainties 

and irregularities that characterise everyday life.  The scenario scripts contain few tensions 

and malfunctions, and breakdowns and user-unfriendliness are hardly considered.  User 

research, in contrast, demonstrates that the process of use and acceptance of technologies is 

not straightforward, obvious or without struggles.  
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Ambient Intelligence promises the disappearance of computing as an object by embedding 

computing intelligence in the environment and in everyday objects. Domestication also 

speaks about technologies and technological artefacts that are domesticated when they are 

“taken for granted”, when they are thought of as a ‘natural’ part of everyday life.  There is a 

substantial difference between these two perspectives, however.  AmI assumes the material 

or physical disappearance of computing while domestication refers to the mental invisibility 

of the technology.  The two might exist together but not per se: the physical disappearance 

will thus not lead automatically to mental disappearance and hence to smooth acceptance 

and use of AmI.  The former may even rather harm than facilitate acceptance exactly 

because AmI is invisible, and thus difficult to control.  

 

Another design challenge for adaptive computing and AmI is to find an acceptable balance 

between adaptability versus rigidity.  Devices and services that are completely open or that 

are completely adaptable may face the risk of becoming unusable or unappealing to users.  

Certain degrees of flexibility are necessary but pre-configured uses and users are also 

needed to guide potential users.  They reduce the complexity and uncertainty, which 

typically emerge when users are confronted with innovations.  They also help users 

understand what is new about innovations, while completely open tools risk leaving them 

without direction.   

 

There are more social, societal, economic and/or policy-related issues to be discussed as 

regards AmI in everyday life.  The likeliness of a digital or rather AmI divide is one of 

them.  Although the current concept of the digital divide is criticised, the question of 

whether, or how, this digital divide might become an Ambient Intelligence divide remains 

an important one.  It is of course difficult to anticipate or predict the possible acceptance of 

AmI, but current and past research shows that people do not accept everything that is 

technologically made possible and supplied.  Although AmI promises to remove some of 

the current barriers for the acceptance of new technologies (for example, ease of use), it is 

unlikely that AmI will appeal to all groups of society - certainly not in the same way or at 

the same time.  Socio-economic and cultural resources are unequally distributed in society 

and personal preferences differ as well. Moreover, other new concerns that could possible 

affect universal access to and use of AmI services and devices are likely to emerge.  New 

skills, competencies and types of literacy are expected to result in different degrees of 

acceptance and even rejection of AmI. 
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The increased possibilities for AmI to invade privacy might be a new barrier for its 

acceptance.  With Ambient Intelligence, the monitoring and surveillance capabilities of new 

technologies can be extended far beyond the current possibilities.  Traditionally, 

governments and companies have been regarded as the main potential invaders of privacy 

but with AmI, citizens too can watch or monitor each other more easily. Moreover, AmI 

faces a privacy dilemma.  It needs to contain historical and current data about individuals’ 

preferences and activities (user profiles) in order to deliver context-dependent, value added, 

pro-active services.  A crucial but inevitable trade-off between protecting the privacy of 

certain personal information and receiving convenient, efficient services will have to be 

made.  Other problems are related to the blurring of the boundaries between private and 

public in the online world where there are no visual cues to indicate differences between 

them.  Technology can do a lot to protect privacy, but it can never be more than a safeguard.  

The more fundamental concern is about control – people’s control over their lives.  AmI 

supposes that everyday life will be very dependent on its technological surroundings so, 

logically, there is a fear about loss of control.  

  

Intelligent agent technology is part of this issue.  Although these agents are under human 

supervision, users will have to delegate some control and decision power to them in order to 

benefit from their services.  The difficulty is that software agents become less and less 

predictable as they become more intelligent.  Solutions are needed to address this problem 

in ways that are acceptable for both suppliers and users.  

 

Reliability and dependability, trust and confidence are also very important.  If technologies 

do not deliver what they promise; if they do not react in ways they are supposed to react; 

and do not function when they are needed, then it will be very difficult for them to be 

accepted by the public.  

 

Questions related to the economic implications of AmI are important as well.  Given the 

rich diversity of technologies featured in the AmI landscape and the broad variety of 

potential applications, it is believed that the economic prospects for AmI will eventually 

justify current and future investment.  However, it is far from clear how to build upon 

existing and emergent socio-economic demands and how to make money out of AmI, 

especially after the burst of the dotcom bubble.  Some even argue that the limits for AmI are 

less technological than economic.  The best way forward is probably not trying to find and 

bet on the right “killer application”.  And compelling applications may better achieve 

progress towards AmI, rather than the one and only killer application.  AmI is also expected 
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to change the way business is done, and to contribute to changes in the economy.  Here too 

there are dangers and risks associated with the use of AmI.  

 

Though the pace of technological progress is rapid, breakthroughs and advancements are 

still needed in the key enabling and other technologies to lay the foundation for AmI. There 

are still major technological issues related to further miniaturisation, power sources and 

energy consumption of embedded devices, new materials, software technologies, 

communication technologies and user-friendly interfaces.  Since one of AmI’s strengths is 

the fact that it is networked, standards and interoperability are regarded as crucial but highly 

uncertain issues, on which the future of AmI will partly depend. 

 

The development of smart homes is also facing challenges since it has been around for more 

than a decade with relatively little consumer interest.  It seems however that the proposed 

drivers of change are moving away from the traditional home automation services towards 

sharing technology resources, providing relaxation and harmony in a rapidly changing 

world, and supporting the home as a socialisation, communication and entertainment space.  

Mobile communications are, in contrast with home automation, one of the biggest success 

stories of the 1990s ICT consumer market.  In the future, a mobile world is envisaged where 

nomadic users can have access to information, communication and knowledge independent 

of the location of both the users and the data and applications and of methods used to access 

the data and applications.  This poses not only technological challenges but also challenges 

our current notions of time and space and of private and public spaces.  Here, the innovative 

aspect of AmI, is that rather than adapting the nomad to the changing world, the 

environment should be adapted to the nomad. 

 

Although it seems that the vision of Ambient Intelligence is based on technological progress 

in the fields of microelectronics, communication networks and interfaces, it is also driven 

by socio-economic factors that go beyond the technologies.  The problem is that these are 

less visible and therefore less acknowledged.  The challenge in bending the trend towards 

AmI for research and RTD policy approaches is to connect technological and social 

research on Ambient Intelligence and to make the socio-technological context of AmI more 

explicit. 
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35  For example, Kunze et al. 2002; Rantanen et al. 2000; Shonfeld, E. ‘Let the monitoring begin’, 

Business 2.0, 20 October 2000 http://www.business2.com/articles/web/0,1653,8746,00.html 
36 http://www.kevinwarwick.org.uk/ 
37 http://haptic.mech.nwu.edu/ 
38 www.ambientdevices.com 
39 The Active Badge system, in use at different universities since 1992, provides a means of locating 

individuals within a building by determining the location of the Active Badge. This small device 

worn by personnel transmits a unique infra-red signal every 10 seconds. Each office within a 

building is equipped with one or more networked sensors which detect these transmissions. The 
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location of the badge (and hence its wearer) can thus be determined on the basis of information 

provided by these sensors. See: http://www.uk.research.att.com/ab.html; 

http://www.ics.agh.edu.pl/ABng/papers.html 
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Appendix 1: Technology roadmaps 

A1. A roadmap towards the intelligent home 

ITEA proposes a roadmap towards the intelligent home. It consists of a 

sequence of four scenarios: 

• Islands: The situation today with limited interconnection between 

internally connected islands. For example, a video recorder and/or dvd 

player is connected to a television set, a printer and PDA to a PC. 

Another island is clustered around Hi-fi. Connections between the 

islands are rare.  

• Integrated: The different islands are connected to a common ‘home 

backbone’. This generic transport bus recognises the different 

individual parties, and contains more than the typical ‘master-slave’ 

connections.  

• Plug&Play: This scenario is an evolved version of the Integrated 

Scenario. Devices and appliances can be added and removed easily. 

When they are brought into the home network environment, they will 

then further define and fulfil their final functionality. For instance, a 

remote control might program itself according to the different 

appliances that can be found in the home.  

• Seamless Integration: The most advanced scenario is a further 

evolution of the Plug&Play situation. The home network will gain an 

identity and/or intelligence by itself. Rather than simply routing 

information from servers to clients, it will start creating server 

functionality by itself. One example is the implementation of user 

profiles. Each appliance can store a user profile (to enhance a specific 

operation like music choice, colour choice, etc.). With seamless 

integration, the network itself should be able to generalise the 

characteristics of a certain user, and make it available to any new 

appliance entering the home network (ITEA 2001, pp.82-83).  

 

 



 

Appendix 2: ITEA Roadmap towards the intelligent home 

 
Source: ITEA 2001: 82 

 

The rendez-vous concept introduced in the ITEA Roadmaps, as shown in 

figure 7 indicates a progress marker, a moment whereby parallel 

evolutions merge.  

  

ITEA (2001: 85-86) developed also a similar roadmap for access 

technologies based on four scenarios: unrelated access (today with 

different, isolated networks for TV, phone, internet, etc.), broadband 

access (via different networks), universal access (services uncoupling from 

dedicated networks) and nomadic personal access (services tied to the user 

regardless access point). The timeline used for access networks and in 

home networks scenarios spans four periods: now, short term, medium 

term and long term.  

 

The Infocom Technology Roadmap on the connected home provides a 

more detailed roadmap for 2002 -2007 (Infocom 2002a). It summarizes 

the technology platforms for the home environment, the different home 



 

networking technologies and some market figures, not only for Singapore 

but also world-wide.  

 

A2.  A roadmap towards personal communication networks 

Similar to the above-mentioned scenarios on the intelligent home, ITEA 

developed scenarios for the mobile domain.  The focus is on issues related 

to ‘being mobile’.  The main technical challenges are related to wearable 

equipment, vehicle ported equipment (e.g. non-personal ‘public’ devices 

for computing) and mobile network computing for using the network as 

the seamlessly integrated platform of computing in any place and at any 

time (ITEA 2001, pp. 103-104).  

 

The scenario for wearable equipment is supposed to go from (Figure 6): 

• isolated appliances with access to one kind of network;  

• over mixed appliances (Personal Communicator, Personal Travel 

Assistant, Electronic books, Personal Entertainer,…) with access to 

several different networks; 

• and co-operating appliances seamlessly integrated with distributed 

applications (Cyberassistant); 

• to general purpose platform for applications with access to several 

networks. (ITEA 2001, p.107). 

 

The Infocom Technology Roadmap on mobile wireless provides a more 

detailed roadmap for 2002 -2007 (Infocom 2002b). It takes into account 

network trends, trends in enabling technologies, applications and services 

and also summarises market figures, not only for Singapore but also 

world-wide.  

 



 

Appendix 3: ITEA Roadmap for wearable equipment 

 
Source: ITEA 2001, p. 111 
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IPTS-JRC, European Commission, Sevilla; Centre for Technology & Society, 

Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim; SMIT, Free University 

of Brussels. 
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